PLANNING COMMISSION AGENDA
CITY OF PRAIRIE VILLAGE
TUESDAY, AUGUST 7, 2018
7700 MISSION ROAD
COUNCIL CHAMBERS
7:00 P.M.
I.

ROLL CALL

II.

APPROVAL OF PLANNING COMMISSION MINUTES – July 10, 2018

III.

PUBLIC HEARINGS

IV.

V.

NON-PUBLIC HEARINGS
PC2018-01

Amended Site Plan Approval – Homestead Country Club
4100 Homestead Court
Zoning: R-la
Applicant: 73016, LLC

PC2018-115

Building Line Modification Approval
7718 Canterbury
Zoning: R-lb
Applicant: James Kersten

PC2018-116

Site Plan Approval
3710 West 73rd Terrace
Zoning: C-0
Applicant: Kimball Hales, Finkle Williams Architects

OTHER BUSINESS
Update on Neighborhood Design Standards

Discussion on Commercial Landscaping Requirements

VI.

ADJOURNMENT

Plans available at City Hall if applicable
If you cannot be present, comments can be made by e-mail to
Cityclerk@Pvkansas.com
*Any Commission members having a conflict of interest, shall acknowledge that conflict prior to
the hearing of an application, shall not participate in the hearing or discussion, shall not vote on
the issue and shall vacate their position at the table until the conclusion of the hearing.

PLANNING COMMISSION MINUTES
July 10, 2018
ROLL CALL
The Planning Commission of the City of Prairie Village met in regular session on
Tuesday, July 10, 2018 in the Multi-Purpose Room at 7700 Mission Road. Chairman
Nancy Wallerstein called the meeting to order at 7:00 p.m. with the following members
present: Jonathan Birkel, Melissa Brown, Patrick Lenahan and Jeffrey Valentino.
The following persons were present in their advisory capacity to the Planning
Commission: Chris Brewster, City Planning Consultant; Jamie Robichaud, Assistant
City Administrator; Ron Nelson, Council Liaison; Mitch Dringman, Building Official and
Joyce Hagen Mundy, City Clerk/Planning Commission Secretary.
APPROVAL OF MINUTES
Patrick Lenahan moved for the approval of the minutes of the June 5, 2018 regular
Planning Commission meeting as presented. The motion was seconded by Jonathan
Birkel and passed unanimously with Mr. Valentino abstaining.
PUBLIC HEARINGS
There were no Public Hearings to come before the Planning Commission.
NON PUBLIC HEARINGS
PC2018-112 Building Line Modification
8301 Rosewood Drive
Jennifer Besch, 8301 Rosewood Drive, stated they are seeking to add a side entry twocar garage off the northeast side of their home on the existing driveway. The garage will
extend 18’ over the existing driveway. She noted the large right-of-way on 83rd Street
provides for ample greenspace. The streetscape for their home will not change and the
new garage would not be visible from the street. The space above the garage (1/2
story) will be used for offices.
Chris Brewster stated the lot is located on the southeast corner of 83rd Street and
Rosewood Drive, and has a platted building line of 30 feet on 83rd Street and 45 feet on
Rosewood Drive. This building line is in addition to and greater than required by the R1A zoning (30 feet for front setback and 15 feet street side setback). The house orients
directly to Rosewood Drive, and has a 2-car side-entry garage on the north side of the
lot accessed off Rosewood Drive. The house meets all zoning setbacks for the R-1A
zoning district, as well as the required platted setbacks, but the northeast corner of the
structure is approximately 13 feet from the 30-feet platted build line along 83rd Street.
The addition of two additional forward-facing garage entry bays at the back of the
existing driveway would place the new side elevation at approximately 15.9 feet from the
side property line on 83rd Street. This would meet the zoning requirement of a 15 feet
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street side setback, but would encroach about 14 feet into the platted building line area.
The proposed addition is a 1.5 story mass, with a side gable that is 22 feet, 4 inches at
the highest point, with eave lines consistent with the existing front and rear elevations.
The closest affected home is to the rear on the northeast corner of this block. This
home is skewed and located to the rear of the lot, and the proposed addition would be
over 60 feet from the home at its closest point. The area of the building line modification
is adjacent to the rear and side yard of the closest affected home, and is where the sideentry garage to that home is located. The proposed addition would still comply with the
required rear setback at this location. (The addition would be located approximately
43.9 feet from the rear lot line; 25’ is required). Therefore, the greatest impact results
from the extension of the structure closer to 83rd Street and to what degree this affects
building orientation along 83rd Street. Most homes on adjacent blocks have a side
orientation to 83rd Street, although some have what is termed as a “corner orientation”
(angled to the intersection and with two front yards on the corner, two side yards on the
interior lot lines, but no rear yard.) Most buildings are greater than 30 feet from 83rd
street, but there is not a clearly consistent orientation, and several buildings further to
the east are closer to 83rd Street (5’ to 15’ side setback range). The longer blocks
further to the west and east have mid-block lots that front on 83rd Street.
Mr. Brewster reviewed the following criteria for consideration of
building line
modifications:
1. That there are special circumstances or conditions affecting the property;
The lot is a corner lot with the building oriented to the front street (Rosewood Drive).
The lot is fairly typical of other corner lots in the area, except that all are substantially
larger than required by R-1A zoning. This lot is a larger standard corner-fronting lot
directly on Rosewood Drive; therefore, the platted building line is double what is
required by the zoning requirements on the side lot line. In addition to the larger setback
resulting from the building line, 83rd Street has a wide right-of-way at this location,
including a tree lawn and sidewalk area that is approximately 20 to 25 feet wide, placing
the required building line more than 50 feet from the street edge at this location.
2.

The building line modification is necessary for reasonable and acceptable
development of the property in question;
The buildable area of the lot is reduced as a result of the platted setbacks. While the lot
is large and there is a reasonable amount of buildable area under the platted setbacks,
the platted building lines are more constraining than the zoning setbacks. The
placement of the existing building would mean that only a small addition could comply
with the building line, and larger additions would need to occur to the rear of the lot and
would place it in closer proximity to the home to the east.
3.
That the granting of the building line modification will not be detrimental to the
public welfare or injurious to or adversely affect adjacent property or other property in
the vicinity in which the particular property is situated;
The proposed 1.5 story garage addition would not extend beyond the current extent of
the rear building line and is extending the footprint closer to 83rd Street. Adjacent homes
impacted by the location of this building are either across 83rd Street or abutting to the
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rear, and are impacted at the side and the rear due to the orientation of these homes,
which is also the garage entry for this home. The proposed addition would meet the
required zoning setbacks and would only encroach beyond the platted setback by
approximately 14 feet with a 1.5 story massing. The proposed massing and design
meets the character of most homes in the vicinity.
Jennifer Besch added there are other homes in the area with the same design as their
proposed addition. The two locations are 5424 West 86th Street and 5100 West 84th
Terrace.
Jonathan Birkel asked if the side yard percentage met the setback requirements. Mr.
Brewster replied that it did and noted that corner lots will generally meet this
requirement. Mr. Birkel noted impervious surface is not impacted as the construction
will be on the driveway surface. He asked if the Homes Association had reviewed and
approved the proposed addition. Mrs. Besch replied they had received approval from
the Homes Association Board.
Nancy Wallerstein asked what the height was for the addition. Mr. Birkel questioned
whether the height of the new structure was the same as the existing building. Mr.
Brewster noted the existing structure is 22’4”, but height for the addition is not indicated
on the plans. Mr. Birkel asked what material would be used for the dormers. Mrs.
Besch replied the material would be the same as that on the front of their home.
Jonathan Birkel stated that with the addition being located closer to the street he would
prefer the garage height be no higher than the pitch of the existing home. He noted on
the plans it appears steeper and higher.
Jeffrey Valentino stated he has concerns with the second criteria that the development
was reasonable and acceptable. The Commission has considered several garage
additions and he would like more tightness and questioned the need for an additional
two car garage. He felt 21’6” was sufficient size for the garage. Jennifer Besch
responded most garages in the neighborhood are 25’.
Melissa Brown felt the architect could easily lower the pitch of the addition to no higher
than the existing home. Patrick Lenahan noted the structure is located 40 feet from the
curb; however, if the Commission desired, a condition could be added requiring the
applicant to work with their architect to redesign the ridgeline to not exceed that of the
existing structure.
Mrs. Wallerstein asked what materials would be used on the addition and if they would
match the existing home. Scott Besch responded they will be re-siding the entire home,
including the addition. The home will appear similar to others in the neighborhood. The
brick on the home will be retained.
Patrick Lenahan moved that the Planning Commission find favorably on PC2018-112
and approve the requested building line modification from 30 feet to 15.9 feet for the
proposed addition to the property at 8301 Rosewood, subject to the homeowner working
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with the architect to design the addition to not exceed the ridgeline of the existing home,
and that a Resolution granting the building line modification be recorded with the
register of deeds prior to obtaining a building permit. The motion was seconded by
Melissa Brown and passed by a vote of 4 to 1 with Mr. Valentino voting in opposition.
PC2018-113 Request for Lot Split
2219 West 72nd Street
Robert Bennett, 7133 West 80th Street, Suite 210, presented a request to split the lot
addressed as 2219 West 72nd Street into two lots. The lot is zoned R-1B, and is 120
feet wide by 140 feet deep. The proposed split would result in two 60’ x 140’ lots, each
8,400 s.f. The resulting lots would meet the minimum width requirements (60 feet) and
minimum area requirements (6,000 s.f.) for R-1B.
Chris Brewster advised Chapter 18.02 of Prairie Village subdivision regulations allows
the Planning Commission to approve splits, provided each lot meets the zoning
standards. Section 18.02.010 of the subdivision regulations provides the criteria for
approval of a lot split. This is essentially an administrative approval. The applicant must
submit a certificate of survey demonstrating that both lots will meet the zoning ordinance
standards and that any existing buildings on a remaining lot are not made
nonconforming as a result of the lot split. The certificate of survey is also required to
ensure that no utility easement or right-of-way issues are created by the lot split or need
to be addressed due to the lot split. The proposed lot split will meet the required criteria
in R-1B zoning, provided the existing structure be removed.
Chris Brewster noted all lots on this block and in the vicinity are zoned R-1B; however,
the lots on the south side of 72nd Street are larger than most in the vicinity. There are
seven lots on this block face that range in width from 60 feet to 120 feet wide (with this
lot being the largest; specifically, the lot widths in order from east to west are: 80’, 80’,
120’, 100’, 100’, 60’, and 85’.) Most lots on the north side of 72nd Street facing this lot
are 60’ wide (6 at 60’ wide, 2 at 80’ wide, and 1 at 105’ wide). The blocks in the vicinity
have a range of lot sizes, but the predominate lot size is 60’ x 130’ – 140’, with
approximately 60 lots on the surrounding blocks having a 60-foot width.
Nancy Wallerstein asked what was to be built on the lots. Mr. Bennett did not have that
information. Ms. Wallerstein questioned how the Commission could make an educated
decision on the lot split without seeing what was planned to be built on the lot. Jamie
Robichaud noted the Commission’s responsibility is to ensure the new lots created are
buildable lots. According to the City’s subdivision regulations, if the newly created lots
meet the required criteria for R-lb zoning, the lot split must be approved. She noted the
previous lot split request on Reinhardt also included an application for rezoning, which
allowed the Commission to exercise discretion and view more information on the plans
for the lot. Jonathan Birkel confirmed the request is for a lot split only and the zoning will
remain R-lb.
Patrick Lenahan noted that the east end of this lot has a significant steep creating
potential drainage issues when redeveloped.
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Jeffrey Valentino moved the Planning Commission approve the requested lot split of
2219 West 72nd Street, described as Lots 170, 171 and 172 Granthurst, into two lots
subject to the following conditions:
1. That the applicant verify the following have been addressed through the certificate
of survey to comply with the following information required in the ordinance, prior to
a demolition permit:
a) The location of existing buildings on the site, or specifically noting the removal
of existing buildings.
b) The dimension and location of the lots, including a metes and bounds
description of each lot.
c) The location and character of all proposed and existing public utility lines,
including sewers (storm and sanitary), water, gas, telecommunications, cable
TV, power lines, and any existing utility easements.
d) Any platted building setback lines with dimensions.
e) Indication of location of proposed or existing streets and driveways providing
access to said lots.
f) Topography (unless specifically waived by the City Planning Commission) with
contour intervals not more than five feet, and including the locations of water
courses, ravines, and proposed drainage systems.
g) Said certificate of survey shall include the certification by a registered engineer
or surveyor that the details contained on the survey are correct.
2. That the applicant records the approved lot split with the register of deeds after a
demolition permit has been approved, and provide a copy of the recorded
document prior to issuance of a building permit. If the existing building is not
proposed to be removed, the lot split shall not be recorded.
The motion was seconded by Jonathan Birkel and passed unanimously.
PC2018-114 Request for Lot Split
4624 West 70th Street
Jim Engle, with James Engle Custom Homes,, appeared before the Commission to
request approval of a proposed lot split of the property addressed as 4624 West 70th
Street into two lots, which would allow for the sale of each new lot and the potential to
build two homes in the place of the existing home which will be removed. The lot is
zoned R-1B, and is approximately 124 feet wide by 123 feet deep. The proposed split
would result in two 60’ x 123’ lots, each approximately 7,380 s.f.
Chris Brewster noted the applicant’s survey differed from the AIMS records on the lot
width, showing 120’ rather than the 124’, (perhaps related to the legal description and
the combining and exceptions for two originally platted lots.) The resulting lots would
meet the minimum width requirements (60 feet) and minimum area requirements (6,000
s.f.) for R-1B.
All lots on this block and in the vicinity are zoned R-1B. 70th Street has a curve that
creates some slightly irregular shapes; however, the lots on the north side of 70th Street
range from 59 feet wide to 124 feet wide (the subject lot being the largest.) Most are
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60.5 feet wide, with several of the 59 feet wide lots on the inside curve, resulting in the
narrower lot frontage. Lots on the south side of 70th street facing this lot range in width
from 62 feet wide to 66 feet wide, with the wider lots corresponding to the outside curve
of 70th Street, resulting in the wider frontage. Most lots in the vicinity are in a similar
range, with larger lots being the exceptions for corner lots or on blocks with more
irregular arrangements due to street patterns. Some larger R-1B lots in the 65 feet to 80
feet wide range exist west of Roe Avenue.
Patrick Lenahan noted the lot currently consists of two platted lots and questioned the
need for a lot split. Jamie Robichaud responded the two lots are identified as a single
address and Planning Commission approval is required to identify as two separate lots.
The proposed lot split will meet the required criteria in R-1B zoning, provided the
existing structure be removed.
Jeffrey Valentino moved the Planning Commission approve the requested lot split of
4624 west 70th Street, described as “PRAIRIE VILAGE LOTS 35 & 36, ex EAST 4 ft
BLOCK 13” into two lots subject to the following conditions:
1. That the applicant verify the following have been addressed through the certificate of
survey to comply with the following information required in the ordinance, prior to a
demolition permit:
a) The location of existing buildings on the site, or specifically noting the removal
of existing buildings.
b) The dimension and location of the lots, including a metes and bounds
description of each lot.
c) The location and character of all proposed and existing public utility lines,
including sewers (storm and sanitary), water, gas, telecommunications, cable
TV, power lines, and any existing utility easements.
d) Any platted building setback lines with dimensions.
e) Indication of location of proposed or existing streets and driveways providing
access to said lots.
f) Topography (unless specifically waived by the City Planning Commission) with
contour intervals not more than five feet, and including the locations of water
courses, ravines, and proposed drainage systems.
g) Said certificate of survey shall include the certification by a registered engineer
or surveyor that the details contained on the survey are correct.
2. That the applicant records the approved lot split with the register of deeds after a
demolition permit has been approved, and provide a copy of the recorded document
prior to issuance of a building permit. If the existing building is not proposed to be
removed, the lot split shall not be recorded.
The motion was seconded by Patrick Lenahan and passed unanimously.
OTHER BUSINESS
Report on Design Guidelines Open Meeting
Jamie Robichaud reported the first of three open meetings on the proposed new design
guidelines was held Monday evening. The event went very well with approximately 50
people attending. In addition to the 30 completed surveys returned at the meeting, the
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City has received more than 360 responses through its on-line surveys. Staff will review
all comments and bring the information back to the City Council for direction at its
August 6th meeting. It is anticipated that a public hearing would be held before the
Planning Commission at its September meeting with Council action on October 1st.
Mr. Brewster reviewed some of the comments received by the public. Generally, the
public has been supportive of the recommended guidelines. Commission members
discussed issues they felt were important to be addressed in the future.
Nancy Wallerstein noted that she was uncomfortable approving lot splits with such
minimal information. Jamie Robichaud noted that according to the existing code lot split
approval is part of the subdivision regulations giving the Planning Commission very little
discretion. She stated the code could be reviewed for possible revision. Mr. Brewster
noted that it would be necessary to add specific determining criteria similar to that found
for the approval of building line modifications.
NEXT MEETING
The following two applications have been received for consideration by the Commission
in August:
PC2018-115 Building Line Modification for 7718 Canterbury
PC2018-116 Site Plan Approval – expansion to 3710 West 73rd Terrace
ADJOURNMENT
With no further business to come before the Planning Commission, the meeting was
adjourned by Chairman Nancy Wallerstein at 8:00 p.m.

Nancy Wallerstein
Chairman
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STAFF REPORT
TO:
FROM:
DATE:

Prairie Village Planning Commission
Chris Brewster, AICP, Gould Evans, Planning Consultant
August 7, 2018 Planning Commission Meeting

Application:

PC 2018-01 – Revised -2

Request:

Amended Site Plan for previously approved Site Plan and Special
Use Permit

Action:

A Site Plan requires the Planning Commission to apply the facts
of the application to the standards and criteria of the ordinance,
and if the criteria are met to approve the application

Property Address:

4100 Homestead Court

Applicant:

Homestead Country Club

Current Zoning and Land Use:

R-1A Single-Family Residential – Country Club

Surrounding Zoning and Land Use: North:
East:

R-1A Single-Family Residential - Single-Family Dwellings
R-1A Single-Family Residential - Single-Family Dwellings
and vacant lots planned for Single-Family Dwellings
South: R-1A Single-Family Residential - Single-Family Dwellings
West: R-1A Single-Family Residential - Single-Family Dwellings

Legal Description:

Metes and Bounds - Lot 1 and Lot A Block II Indian Fields

Property Area:

9.1 acres (396,325.45 s.f.)

Related Case Files:

PC 2018-01 Revised Special Use Permit and Site Plan (approved)
PC 2016-06 Rezoning R-1A to RP-1A (withdrawn, adjacent property)
PC 2014-123 Preliminary and Final Plat, Homestead Estates
PC 2016-123 Request for Monument Sign
PC 2014-09 – Special Use Permit Approval
PC 2013-118 Site Plan Approval for Two Platform Tennis Courts
PC 2011-107 Site Plan Approval for Two Platform Tennis Courts
PC 2002-10 Special Use Permit for Wireless Communication Towers
PC 2001-107 Site Plan Approval for New Swim and Tennis Facilities
PC 1996-107 Site Plan Approval for Air Supported Structure
PC 1992-102 Addition to Four Seasons Building
PC 1988-109 Site Plan Approval for Addition to Tennis Pro Shop
PC 1982-__ Special Use Permit
PC 95-07 Amended Special Use Permit

Attachments:

Application, revised site plan, building elevations and renderings

STAFF REPORT (continued)

PC 2018-01 - Revised 2
August 7, 2018 - Page 2
General Location Map

Aerial Map

STAFF REPORT (continued)

PC 2018-01 - Revised 2
August 7, 2018 - Page 3
Site

Bird’s eye view of block

STAFF REPORT (continued)

PC 2018-01 - Revised 2
August 7, 2018 - Page 4

Bird’s eye view of site

STAFF REPORT (continued)

PC 2018-01 - Revised 2
August 7, 2018 - Page 5

BACKGROUND:
The Planning Commission reviewed and recommended approval of a renewed Special Use permit and a
Site Plan for Homestead Country Club. The Council approved the Special Use Permit renewal in June.
Since the approval, the applicant has proposed an adjustment to the tennis courts that requires review
and approval of a Revised Site Plan by the Planning Commission.
The proposed changes involve the following:
1.
Removal of the two platform tennis courts to the north, nearest the parking lot and between the
clubhouse and full tennis courts.
2.
Placement of six pickle ball courts, in the central area, where two were previously proposed.
3.
Relocation of one of the platform tennis courts in association with the two current platform tennis
courts to the south.
4.
Slight reconfiguration of the sidewalks and access.
All of these changes are within the parameters of their approved Special Use Permit, and do not have any
significant impacts on the parameters and conditions of the previously approved site plan. However, they
are beyond the scope of changes that staff can administratively approve, and require Planning
Commission review and approval.
According to Section 19.32.030 of the Prairie Village Zoning Regulations, the Planning Commission shall
give consideration to the following criteria in approving or disapproving a site plan.
A.

The Site is capable of accommodating the building, parking areas and drives with
appropriate open space and landscape.
The site plan has the appropriate layout and design per the previously approved plans. The
reconfiguration of the courts does not have a significant impact on the previous plans since it is
primarily in a central portion of the site. The addition of three courts (6 pickle ball courts instead of
2; and the removal of 1 platform tennis court and the relocation of another) – will not substantially
increase the activity and intensity of use on the site. The pickle ball courts are smaller, and the
courts are all located within the same general footprint, with the relocation of the platform tennis
court presenting the only expansion of this area. These courts will have the same proximity to the
south boundary as exists now, but be 3-courts wide instead of two. Two trees will be removed with
this proposal, but this area is well screened from the residences to the south based on the
previously approved plan. The applicant will be required to show that all plans are within the
previously approved drainage study.

B.

Utilities are available with adequate capacity to serve the proposed development.
This is the expansion of an existing building and use, and there have not been any reports of
inadequate capacity for any utilities in the area. The proposed revision will have no impact on
utilities.

C.

The plan provides for adequate management of stormwater runoff.
The proposed change may present a slight change to runoff per the previously approved plan. The
applicant will be required to show that all plans are within the previously approved drainage study.

D.

The plan provides for safe and easy ingress, egress, and internal traffic circulation.
The application does not propose any change to circulation from the previously approved plan, and
the addition of four smaller courts in exchange for one larger court will not materially increase the
use or intensity of activity on the site.

E.

The plan is consistent with good land planning and good site engineering design principles.
The application is consistent with the previously approved plan, and is proposing a slight change
to the configuration and footprint of the “small court” area. This area is well landscaped in relation
to the residences to the south, based on the previously approved landscape plan. The applicant
will be required to show that all plans are within the previously approved drainage study.

F.

An appropriate degree of compatibility will prevail between the architectural quality of the
proposed building and the surrounding neighborhood.

STAFF REPORT (continued)

PC 2018-01 - Revised 2
August 7, 2018 - Page 6

This application is not proposing any changes to the previously approved building plans. All postapproval submittals are in conformance with the building plans and design concepts approved
with the Special Use Permit renewal and previously approved Site Plan.
G.

The plan represents an overall development pattern that is consistent with the
comprehensive plan and other adopted planning policies.
This application supports the development pattern, comprehensive plan and planning policies in
the same manner as the previously approved Site Plan.

RECOMMENDATION:
Staff recommends approval of the Special Use Permit subject to the following conditions.
1. All conditions of the previously approved site plan and special use permit reviewed by the Planning
Commission on May 1, 2018, and approved by the City Council on May 21, 2018 remain in effect.
2. The applicant will be required to show that the proposed revised plan is within the previously approved
drainage study, and submit sufficient documentation to Public Works for approval.

ADMINISTRATION
Council Meeting Date: August 6, 2018

Neighborhood Design Phase II Update & Survey Results
RECOMMENDED MOTION:
Make a motion to direct staff to move forward with issuing public notice of a public hearing to be held by the
Planning Commission on September 4 to consider the Neighborhood Design Guidelines as presented this
evening.
BACKGROUND
City staff held public forums on July 9, July 11, and July 17 to get feedback from residents on the proposed
Neighborhood Design Phase II regulations. We also published a survey on our website and social media pages
from June 27 through July 18 to gather feedback from residents who could not attend the public forums. We sent
letters to the presidents of all homes associations and a list of developers and contractors who primarily work on
residential projects in Prairie Village. We also issued notice to several local media contacts.
A total of 625 responses to the survey were received and 163 people attended the three public forums. Of the 625
respondents who completed the survey, an average of 83% said they were in support of all of the proposed
regulations. 97% of those who filled out the survey said they were city residents, and 7% of survey respondents
said they were a developer, contractor, or design professional. The detailed survey results are attached for the
Council’s review and will be presented at the council meeting.
Based on feedback received in the surveys and at the public forums, staff recommends making the following
changes to the design guidelines as previously presented:
•

•
•

Provide an exception to the total lot greenspace requirement for lots that are 10,000 square feet or less to
have up to a 300 square feet deck or patio that would not count towards the total lot greenspace requirement.
This exception would allow those on smaller lots to still enjoy a high-quality outdoor living space without being
negatively impacted by the lot greenspace requirement.
Apply the 65% lot greenspace requirement to all lots, regardless of size, instead of the sliding scale for larger
lots as previously presented.
Add a requirement to the City’s Citizen Participation Policy that any teardown/rebuild project must issue notice
and hold a neighborhood meeting prior to building permits being issued. One of the comments we heard
frequently is the disruption these projects cause to a neighborhood, and requiring the contractor to notify
neighbors and hold a neighborhood meeting before work begins may address some of these issues our
residents are experiencing.

These revisions have been added to the draft of the neighborhood design standards, which is attached for the
Council’s review. Staff is looking for feedback from the Council and permission to move forward with holding a
public hearing regarding the proposed standards at the September 4 Planning Commission meeting.
PREPARED BY:
Jamie Robichaud
Assistant City Administrator
Date: August 1, 2018

Neighborhood
Design
Standards
Phase II
Public Forum
Survey Results
August 6, 2018
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Minimum Window & Door Openings
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Garage Door Width & Height

Garage Door Width and Height Standards - Responses by Ward
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Garage Width on Front Elevation

Garage Width on Front Elevation - Responses by Ward
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Garage Setbacks & Side Entry

Garage Setbacks and Side Entry - Responses by Ward
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Garage Massing & Projections

Garage Massing & Projections - Responses by Ward
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Open-Ended Comments

•

Lot Greenspace (65%)
Provide an exception for lots 10,000 square feet or less to have up to a 300 square
feet deck or patio that wouldn’t count towards the total lot greenspace
– Apply the 65% rule to all lots, regardless of size

–

•

Neighborhood Meeting Requirement
–

Add a requirement to the City’s Citizen Participation Policy that any
teardown/rebuild project must issue notice and hold a neighborhood meeting prior
to building permits being issued

Recommended Changes Based on Community Feedback

Council
Presentation and
Permission to
Publish Public
Hearing Notice

Planning
Commission
Update

August 6

August 7

Next Steps

Public Hearing
Notice Issued

Planning
Commission
Public Hearing and
Recommendation

By August 15
September 4

City Council
Considers Final
Approval

New Regulations
Go Into Effect

October 1

January 1

Greenspace Requirements
 <10,000 sq ft
 65% greenspace and 300 sq ft allotment for a
patio or deck (non-covered)
 >10,000 sq ft
 65% greenspace
35% Impervious coverage of lot is used by APWA
for stormwater calcs. This would be an average
of residential lot coverages.

Greenspace on Lots <10,000
 Lot

| 7800 sq ft
 Green |57 %
 190 sq ft covered patio

does not count towards
“deck or patio allowance”
since it contributes to
the Lot Coverage which
has a 30% limit.

Greenspace on Lots <10,000
 Lot

| 7800 sq ft
 Green |67 %
 168 sq ft patio counts

toward patio allowance

Greenspace on Lots <10,000
 Lot

| 7800 sq ft
 Green |66 %
 50 sq ft patio counts

toward patio allowance
 152 sq ft covered patio
does not count toward
patio allowance

Greenspace on Lots <10,000
Lot
| 8029 sq ft
Green |65 % with
244 sq ft deck and patio

Greenspace on Lots <10,000
Lot
| 8717 sq ft
Green | 56%
121 sq ft for patio

Greenspace on Lots > 10,000
Lot | 30,394 sq ft
Green | 53% < 65%

Greenspace on Lots > 10,000
Lot | 30,394 sq ft
Green | 66%
 Covered porch or patio is

included in lot coverage on all
lots. regardless of size

Greenspace on Lots > 10,000
Lot
| 51,783 sq ft
Green | 75% > 69%
(based on lot size)

Proposed Amendments to Residential Zoning
Final Draft – Revised 07/25/18

[Reformat the current development standards of R-1A and R-1B into a simpler format with no
substantive change; incorporate lot coverage standards from 19.44.035 here and omit from
current location; note these would be considered “zoning standards” and any relief from the
standards would require a variance from the BZA subject to the statutory required findings.
[19.06.015 / 19.08.015]

Development Standards.

In District [R-1a ./ R-1b] the following lot and building development standards apply to buildings
and structures. For exceptions, see Chapter 19.44, Height and Area Exceptions. Any other
deviation from these standards shall only be permitted by variances subject to the procedures
and criteria of Chapter 19.54.
Table ## Development Standards
[R-1a]
Lot:
Width 80’ minimum
Depth 125’ minimum
Coverage 30%
Building Setbacks:
Front 30’ minimum
Side 7’ minimum each side;
20% of lot width minimum
between both sides; and
at least 14’ between adjacent
buildings
Street Side 15’ minimum, or at least 50% of
the depth of the front yard of any
adjacent lot facing the same
street, whichever is greater.
Rear 25’ minimum
Height
Height 35’ maximum, measured from the
top of foundation to the highest
point of the roof structure.
Story Limit 2.5 stories
[19.06.020 / 19.08.020]

[R-1b]
60’ minimum
100’ minimum
30%
30’ minimum
6’ minimum each side;
20% of lot width minimum between
both sides; and
at least 12 between adjacent
buildings
15’ minimum, or at least 50% of the
depth of the front yard of any
adjacent lot facing the same street,
whichever is greater.
25’ minimum
29’ maximum, measured from the
top of foundation to the highest point
of the roof structure
2 stories

Accessory Buildings and Structures

[a collection of existing standards in various other sections, located here for better formatting,
organization and interpretation. Some modifications made to clear up current issues and conflicts.
19.44.020.E; 19.34.020.A; 19.34.020.E.]
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A.

Residential Uses. All lots used for residential buildings may have the following accessory
buildings.
1.
One minor accessory storage building not exceeding 120 square feet and no taller
than 10 feet high. The building shall be setback at least 3 feet from the side and
rear lot line, and located behind the principal building.
2.
One major accessory building not exceeding 576 square feet and subject to the
following design standards:
a.
The height shall be no more than 20 feet, or no taller than the principal
structure, whichever is less.
b.
The building shall be designed compatible with the principal structure,
including materials, windows and doors, roof form and pitch, and
architectural style and details.
c.
The building shall be setback at least 60 feet from the front lot line, and at
least 20 feet from any street side lot line.
d.
The building shall be setback at least 3 feet from the side and rear property
line, except that any portion of the structure above 10 feet shall be set back
a distance of at least 1/3 the height. For a pitched roof structure, portions
of the structure may be up to 3 feet from the property, provided they are
under 10 feet high, however any portion between 10 feet and 20 feet must
be stepped back at least 1/3 the height.

B.

Non-residential Uses. Non-residential uses permitted in residential districts shall be
allowed one accessory building for each 1 acre of lot area, up to a maximum of three
structures. These buildings shall be limited to 300 square feet and 16 feet tall, provided
they meet all principal building setbacks and are not visible or screened from the right of
way by landscape. All other buildings shall be considered principal buildings and designed
and approved subject to principal building standards, or as otherwise permitted through
Special Use Permits according to Chapter 19.28.

C.

Lot Coverage. All accessory buildings and structures over 30 inches high shall count
towards the overall 30% lot coverage limit.

[Add the following new section to R-1A and R-1B (as 19.06.025 and 19.08.025 respectively)]
[19.06.025 / 19.08.025]
A.

Neighborhood Design Standards.

Design Objectives. The design objectives of the Neighborhood Design Standards is to:
1. Maintain and enhance the unique character of Prairie Village neighborhoods.
2. Promote building and site design that enhances neighborhood streetscapes.
3. Reinforce the existing scale and patterns of buildings in neighborhoods for new
construction.
4. Manage the relationship of adjacent buildings and promote compatible transitions.
5. Enhance the quality, aesthetic character and visual interest within neighborhoods by
breaking down larger masses and incorporating human scale details and
ornamentation.
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6. Locate and orient buildings to maintain the existing grade of the street, block, and lot
frontages, and design them in a manner that reduces the perceived massing from
the streetscape and abutting lots.
B.

Applicability. These Neighborhood Design Standards shall be applicable to the
following situations:
1.
Any new structure.
2.
Construction activity that adds more than 200 square feet of building footprint to
an existing structure.
3.
Construction activity that alters the form or massing of the front elevation or roof
structure.
With the exception of the street tree standards, the neighborhood design standards shall
only apply to the extent of the proposed construction activity, and any portion of a
building or site that does not conform to these standards but is existing and not part of
the application, may remain.

C.

Landscape and Frontage Design. The following landscape and frontage design
standards promote the character and quality of streetscapes, improve the relationship of
lots and buildings to the streetscape, and provide natural elements and green space to
compliment development.
1.

Street Trees. All lots shall have at least one street tree. Lots with over 80 feet of
street frontage shall have at least one tree per 50 feet to maintain an average
spacing between 30 and 50 feet along the streetscape.
a.
Existing trees in the right of way or within the first 20 feet of the front lot
line may count to this requirement provided the tree is healthy, and is
protected from any damage during construction activity.
Street trees shall be selected from the latest version of Great Trees for
b.
the Kansas City Region, large street tree list, or other list officially
adopted by the Tree Board.
c.
Street trees shall be at least 2.5-inch caliper at planting.
d.
Street trees shall be located in line with other trees along the block to
create a rhythm along the streetscape and enclosure of the tree canopy.
In the absence of a clearly established line along the block, the following
locations, where applicable and in order of priority.
(1)
On center between the sidewalk and curb where at least 6 feet of
landscape area exists;
(2)
4 feet to 8 feet from the back of curb where no sidewalk exists; or
(3)
Within the first 5 feet of the front lot line where any constraints on
the lot or in the right-of-way would prevent other preferred
locations.

2.

Green Space. Lots shall maintain the following area as impervious area, planted
with vegetation.
a.
At least 65% of the total lot.
b.
At least 60% of the lot between the front building line and the front lot line.
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c.

D.

Exceptions.
(1)
any lot 10,000 square feet or less may have an unenclosed and
uncovered deck or patio encroach up to 300 square feet into the
required total lot green space.
(2)
any lot less than 70 feet wide and fronting on a collector or arterial
street as designated in Section 13-203 of the City Code may
reduce the frontage greenspace to 50% to allow for safe access
and parking, provided the total lot greenspace above be
maintained.

Building Massing. The following massing standards breakdown the volume of the
buildable area and height into smaller scale masses to improve the relationship of the
building to the lot, to adjacent buildings and to the streetscape, and shall apply in
addition to the basic setback and height standards.
1.

Windows and Entrances. All facades shall have window and door openings
covering at least:
a.
15% on all front facades or any street facing side facade; and
b.
8% on all other side facades; and
c.
15% on all rear facades.
Any molding or architectural details integrated with the window or door opening
may count for up to 3% of this percentage requirement.

2.

Wall Planes: Wall planes shall have varied massing by:
a.
Wall planes over 500 square feet shall have architectural details that
break the plane into distinct masses of at least 20% of the wall plane.
Architectural details may include:
(1)
Projecting windows, bays or other ornamental architectural details
with offsets of a minimum of 1.5 feet.
(2)
Off-sets of the building mass such as step backs or cantilevers of
at least 2 feet.
(3)
Single-story front entry features such as stoops, porticos or
porches.
(4)
No projections shall exceed the setback encroachment limits of
Section 19.44.020.
b.
No elevation along the side lot line shall be greater than 800 square feet
without at least 4 feet additional setback on at least 25% of the elevation.
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3.

Garage Limits. The following garage door standards maintain a human scale for
front facades, create a relationship between the façade and the streetscape, and
limit the expression of the garage as the primary feature at the building frontage.
a.
b.

Garage doors shall not exceed more than 9 feet wide for single bays, or
18 feet wide for double bays, and 8 feet high.
Garages expressed, as a separate mass on the front elevation shall be
limited based on the width of the front facade as follows:
Front Facade Width
Under 48’
48’ to 60’
Over 60’

c.

d.

Any lot or building configuration that permits more than two front garage
entries shall require at least one of them to be off-set by at least 2 feet, or
require side orientation of the garage entrances.
Front-loaded garage wall planes shall be limited based on its position in
relation to the main mass as follows

Placement in relation
to main mass
In front up to 4’

More than 4’ but less
than 12’ in front

12’ or more in front
All others (flush or
setback from the main
mass)

e.

E.

Maximum width of garage mass
50% of elevation
24’
40% of elevation

Mass / wall plane limits
Front wall plane for the garage mass shall be limited to 360 s.f. max.
Overall wall planes for the garage mass shall be limited to 360 s.f.;
The wall planes with the garage door shall be limited to 216 s.f. max.;
Any upper level gables, dormers or other wall planes shall cantilever or
be offset at least 2’ from the garage door plane;
A front entry feature shall be established along at least 12’ of the front
elevation, and in front of or no more than 4’ behind the garage entry.
Prohibited, unless side oriented doors. Then subject to a wall plane limit
of no more than 360 square feet.
Limited to same standards as main mass om Section D.1. (i.e. 500 s.f.
max elevations)

[this is a current standard from 19.34.020.A. relocated here for better
formatting and simplified for interpretation; existing 19.34.020.A should be
removed.] On corner lots, an attached garage constructed as an integral
part of the principle structure may have a minimum rear setback of 18
feet, provided the driveway entrance is off the side street and the garage
is setback at least 25 feet from the side lot line and the footprint of the
garage is no more than 576 square feet.

Building Foundations. [this is the current standard in 19.44.030, to be relocated here
for better formatting and interpretation.]
1.
New residential structures shall establish the top of foundation between 6 inches
and 24 inches above the finished grade along the front facade. The top of
foundation measurement shall be limited to 6 inches above the highest point of the
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2.

3.

F.

finished grade in situations where there is a significant grade change along the
front facade (i.e. slope or hill) that results in more than 24 inches of foundation
exposure at any point.
New residential structures or additions may raise the top of foundation an
additional 6 inches for every additional 5 feet over the minimum side setback that
the building sets back from both side property lines, up to 36 inches above the
finished grade along the front facade.
New residential structures or additions not meeting paragraphs 1. or 2. above shall
be submitted to the Planning Commission for review. The planning Commission
my grant an exception based on the following criteria:
a.
The design of the building elevations, and specifically any design details
that reduce the scale and massing of the building compared to what could
otherwise be built under the zoning standards.
b.
The relationship of the proposed dwelling to existing structures, and
whether their grading, elevation, and design is appropriate for the context.
c.
Any special considerations of the lot with respect to existing grades,
proposed appropriate grades and the drainage patterns in relation to
adjacent properties and the proposed structure.

Exceptions. The Planning Commission may grant exceptions to the Neighborhood
Design Standards in this section [19.06.025 / 19.08.025] through the site plan review
process, based upon the following criteria:
1.
The exception shall only apply to the design standards in this section, and not be
granted to allow something that is specifically prohibited in other regulations;
2.
Any exception dealing with the placement of the building is consistent with sound
planning, urban design and engineering practices when considering the site and
its context within the neighborhood.
3.
The placement and orientation of the main mass, accessory elements, garages
and driveways considers the high points and low points of the grade and locates
them in such a way to minimize the perceived massing of the building from the
streetscape and abutting lots.
3.
Any exception affecting the design and massing of the building is consistent with
the common characteristics of the architectural style selected for the building.
4.
The requested exception improves the quality design of the building and site
beyond what could be achieved by meeting the standards – primarily considering
the character and building styles of the neighborhood and surrounding properties,
the integrity of the architectural style of the proposed building, and the relationship
of the internal functions of the building to the site, streetscape and adjacent
property.
5.
The exception will equally or better serve the design objectives stated in
Section[19.06.025 / 19.08.025].A and the intent stated for the particular standard
being altered.

[19.06.045 / 19.08.040]
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Parking Regulations. [no changes]

[19.06.050 / 19.08.045]
Site Plan Approval and Neighborhood Meeting. [no changes;
except recommend requiring a Neighborhood Meeting with any teardown and/or new structure
to go over construction logistics and demonstrate standards will be met; although site plan
approval by PC will still not be required unless going for exception in sub-section 025.F above.]
A.

All new buildings or structures and proposed expansions and enlargements of more than
ten percent of the existing floor area of existing buildings except single family dwellings,
group homes and residential design manufactured homes shall prepare and submit a site
plan in accordance with Chapter 19.32 Site Plan Approval prior to the issuance of a
building permit.

B.

[new provision] Any teardown of an existing principle structure and any new principle
building, including single family dwellings is required to have a neighborhood meeting to
address any construction issues and demonstrate plans to comply with all zoning and
design standards. This meeting shall occur as provided in Citizen Participation Policy,
with all required information submitted to the Building Official prior to issuance of a building
permit or demolition permit.

C.

If application is made for a building permit for a building or structure, which is not required
to submit a site plan and whose architectural style or exterior materials in the opinion of
the Building Official vary substantially from such style or materials which have been used
in the neighborhood in which the building or structure is to be built, the plans and
supporting information for such building or structure shall be submitted to the Planning
Commission for review and approval as to its compatibility with the surrounding
neighborhood. This paragraph shall not apply to single-family dwellings, group homes
and residential design manufactured homes.

Associated Changes to Chapter 19.44 – Height and Area Exceptions
19.44.020

A.

B.

C.

Yard Exceptions.

In districts R-1a through R-4 inclusive, where at least 5 lots or lots comprising forty (40)
percent or more of the frontage, whichever is greater, on the same side of a street between
two intersecting streets (excluding reverse corner lots), are developed with buildings
having front yards with a variation of not more than ten feet in depth, the average of such
front yards shall establish the minimum front yard depth for the entire frontage; except that
where a recorded plat has been filed showing a setback line which otherwise complies
with the requirements of this title, yet is less than the established setback for the block as
provided above, such setback line shall apply.
Where an official line has been established for future widening or opening of a street upon
which a lot abuts, then the depth or width of a yard shall be measured from such official
line to the nearest wall of the building.
In all use districts, portions of buildings may project into required yards as follows:
1.
BayChimneys, bay, bow, oriel, dormer or other projecting windows and stairway
landings; other than full two or more story windows and landings may project into
required yards not to exceed three (3) feet, provided they are limited to no more
than 20% of the total building elevation;
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Miscellaneous architectural features, including balconies, eaves, cornices, sills,
belt courses, spoutings, chimneys, brackets, pilasters, grill work, trellises and
similar projections for purely ornamental purposes may project into required yards
not to exceed four (4) feet;
3.
Open fire escapes, window wells, and Any any vestibule, not more than one (1)
story in height, may project into required side yards not more than three (3) feet
and required rear yards not more than four (feet);
Unenclosed porches, ported cocheres, marquees and canopies may project into required
front or rear yards not to exceed twelve (12) feet, and on corner lots may project
into required side yards on the side streets not to exceed ten (10) feet; Structures
associated with the front entrance to the principal building, such as porches,
stoops, canopies or porticos, may encroach up to 12 feet into the front setback,
and up to 10 feet into any street side setback, provided:
a.
Any roof structure shall be single story, establishing an eave line between
7 feet and 9 feet above the top of foundation, and no gable or other part of
the structure shall exceed 14 feet.
b.
The entry feature shall remain unenclosed on all sides encroaching into the
setback, except for railings or walls up to 3 feet above the structures
surface.
c.
The entry feature shall be integrated with the design of the principle
structure including materials, roof form and pitch, and architectural style
and details.
4.
Provided that theAll projections permitted in Subdivisions 2, 3 and 4 aboveby this
sub-section shall not project into required side yards a distance greater than onehalf the required minimum width of side yard;
5.
There shall be no limitation on the projection of open (uncovered) porches, decks,
terraces or patios into required yards;
D.
Open and uncovered porches, decks, terraces or patios less than 30 inches high may
encroach into the required side or rear yards up to 3 feet from the property line, but are
subject to the limitations of the lot greenspace requirements. If these structures are 30 inches
high or more they shall meet all setback, lot coverage and greenspace requirements.An
open fire escape may project into a required side yard not more than half the width of such yard,
but not more than four feet from the building. Fire escapes, solidfloored balconies and enclosed outside stairways may project not more than four feet into
a rear yard.
E.
In any district a detached garage or carport shall not exceed twenty-four feet or two stories
in height, or in any case shall not be higher then the main building and the area shall not
be more than twenty percent of the required rear yard.
E.
In R-1b and R-1a, when applying the development and design standards, corner lots may
be oriented as follows, based on any prevailing patterns of the adjacent lots and blocks:
1.
Standard corner. The building orients to the same front as all other buildings along
the same street and the front setback and design standards applies to this street.
The expanded street side setback applies to the other street, the side and rear
setbacks apply to the remaining sides.
2.
Reverse corner. The building orients to the end-grain of the block and the front
setback and design standards applies to this street. The expanded side setback
applies to the other street, and the side rear setbacks apply to the remaining
sides.
3.
Intersection orientation. The building orients to both streets and the front setback
and design standards apply to each street. The interior side setbacks apply to
both abutting lot sides, and no rear yard setback applies.
2.
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F.

G.

A through lot having one end abutting a limited access highway with no access permitted
to that lot from said highway, shall be deemed to front upon the street which gives access
to that lot.
Accessibility to the rear portion of all lots in a district C-O to C-2 inclusive, for four-wheeled
vehicles from and to a public street, alley or way shall be provided unless waived by the
Planning Commission.
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City of Prairie Village
Neighborhood Design Survey Results
July 2018
625 Total Responses
1. Is your primary residence in Prairie Village?
 Yes =
97%
 No =
3%
2. What City ward do you live in?
 Ward 1 =
29%
 Ward 2 =
10%
 Ward 3 =
18%
 Ward 4 =
10%
 Ward 5 =
3%
 Ward 6 =
8%
 Unknown =
20%
 Non-Resident =
2%
3. Are you a contractor, developer, or design professional?
 No =
93%
 Yes =
7%
4. The proposed guidelines include a requirement for all lots to have one street tree, with lots
over 80 feet wide requiring two street trees. Do you support adding this standard to the zoning
regulations?
Total Responses
 Yes =
 No =

88%
12%

Responses by Ward
 Ward 1 =
 Ward 2 =
 Ward 3 =
 Ward 4 =
 Ward 5 =
 Ward 6 =
 Unknown =
 Non-Resident =

89% Yes / 11% No
86% Yes / 14% No
94% Yes / 6% No
90% Yes / 10% No
76% Yes / 24% No
85% Yes / 15 % No
85% Yes / 15% No
75% Yes / 25% No
1

Response by Residents Compared to Development & Design Professionals
 Development & Design Professionals:
 Others:

95% Yes / 5% No
87% Yes / 13% No

5. The proposed guidelines include a requirement for the front of the lot to be at least 60%
greenspace and planted with vegetation. Do you support adding this standard to the zoning
regulations?
Total Responses
 Yes =
85%
 No =
15%
Responses by Ward
 Ward 1 =
 Ward 2 =
 Ward 3 =
 Ward 4 =
 Ward 5 =
 Ward 6 =
 Unknown =
 Non-Resident =

85% Yes / 15% No
92% Yes / 8% No
91% Yes / 9% No
89% Yes / 11% No
67% Yes / 33% No
88% Yes / 12 % No
78% Yes / 22% No
75% Yes / 25% No

Response by Development & Design Professionals
 Development & Design Professionals:
 Others:

71% Yes / 29% No
86% Yes / 14% No

6. The proposed guidelines include a requirement for the entire lot to be at least 65% greenspace
and planted with vegetation, with lots over 10,000 square feet requiring up to 70% greenspace
based on the size of the lot. Do you support adding this standard to the zoning regulations?
Total Responses
 Yes =
 No =

81%
19%

Responses by Ward
 Ward 1 =
 Ward 2 =
 Ward 3 =
 Ward 4 =
 Ward 5 =

82% Yes / 18% No
84% Yes / 16% No
87% Yes / 13% No
92% Yes / 8% No
62% Yes / 38% No
2

 Ward 6 =
 Unknown =
 Non-Resident =

92% Yes / 8% No
71% Yes / 29% No
58% Yes / 42% No

Response by Development & Design Professionals
 Development & Design Professionals:
 Others:

67% Yes / 33% No
82% Yes / 18% No

7. The proposed standards include a requirement to break up wall planes over 500 square feet
with architectural details. Do you support adding this standard to the zoning regulations?
Total Responses
 Yes =
 No =

83%
17%

Responses by Ward
 Ward 1 =
 Ward 2 =
 Ward 3 =
 Ward 4 =
 Ward 5 =
 Ward 6 =
 Unknown =
 Non-Resident =

87% Yes / 13% No
84% Yes / 16% No
86% Yes / 14% No
82% Yes / 18% No
71% Yes / 29% No
83% Yes / 17% No
81% Yes / 19% No
58% Yes / 42% No

Response by Development & Design Professionals
 Development & Design Professionals:
 Others:

62% Yes / 38% No
85% Yes / 15% No

8. The proposed standards include a requirement that all facades shall have a minimum of
windows and door openings covering 15% of front facades, 8% of side facades, and 15% on
rear facades. Do you support adding this standard to the zoning regulations?
Total Responses
 Yes =
 No =

82%
18%

Responses by Ward
 Ward 1 =
 Ward 2 =
 Ward 3 =

82% Yes / 18% No
83% Yes / 17% No
84% Yes / 16% No
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Ward 4 =
Ward 5 =
Ward 6 =
Unknown =
Non-Resident =

89% Yes / 11% No
76% Yes / 24% No
83% Yes / 17% No
80% Yes / 20% No
58% Yes / 42% No

Response by Development & Design Professionals
 Development & Design Professionals:
 Others:

74% Yes / 26% No
83% Yes / 17% No

9. The proposed standards include a requirement that single garage doors cannot be more than 9
feet wide and 8 feet high, and double garage doors cannot be more than 18 feet wide and 8 feet
high. Do you support adding this standard to the zoning regulations?
Total Responses
 Yes =
 No =

83%
17%

Responses by Ward
 Ward 1 =
 Ward 2 =
 Ward 3 =
 Ward 4 =
 Ward 5 =
 Ward 6 =
 Unknown =
 Non-Resident =

85% Yes / 15% No
90% Yes / 10% No
92% Yes / 8% No
85% Yes / 15% No
81% Yes / 19% No
77% Yes / 23% No
72% Yes / 28% No
67% Yes / 33% No

Response by Development & Design Professionals
 Development & Design Professionals:
 Others:

71% Yes / 29% No
84% Yes / 16% No

10. The proposed standards include a requirement that garages can be no wider than 24 feet or
they cannot make up more than 40% of the front elevation, whichever is greater. Do you
support adding this standard to the zoning regulations?
Total Responses
 Yes =
 No =

83%
17%
4

Responses by Ward
 Ward 1 =
 Ward 2 =
 Ward 3 =
 Ward 4 =
 Ward 5 =
 Ward 6 =
 Unknown =
 Non-Resident =

85% Yes / 15% No
86% Yes / 14% No
89% Yes / 11% No
85% Yes / 15% No
71% Yes / 29% No
77% Yes / 23% No
76% Yes / 24% No
67% Yes / 33% No

Response by Development & Design Professionals
 Development & Design Professionals:
 Others:

67% Yes / 33% No
84% Yes / 16% No

11. The proposed standards include a requirement that a third car garage that is permitted within
the required setbacks shall be set back an additional two feet from the front façade or shall
require side entry. Do you support adding this standard to the zoning regulations?
Total Responses
 Yes =
 No =

80%
20%

Responses by Ward
 Ward 1 =
 Ward 2 =
 Ward 3 =
 Ward 4 =
 Ward 5 =
 Ward 6 =
 Unknown =
 Non-Resident =

83% Yes / 17% No
83% Yes / 17% No
84% Yes / 16% No
82% Yes / 18% No
52% Yes / 48% No
83% Yes / 17% No
77% Yes / 23% No
75% Yes / 25% No

Response by Development & Design Professionals
 Development & Design Professionals:
 Others:

69% Yes / 31% No
81% Yes / 19% No

12. The proposed standards limit the size of forward-facing garages based on how much the
garage projects in front of the main structure. Do you support adding this standard to the
zoning regulations?
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Total Responses
 Yes =
 No =

81%
19%

Responses by Ward
 Ward 1 =
 Ward 2 =
 Ward 3 =
 Ward 4 =
 Ward 5 =
 Ward 6 =
 Unknown =
 Non-Resident =

83% Yes / 17% No
84% Yes / 16% No
87% Yes / 13% No
85% Yes / 15% No
67% Yes / 33% No
79% Yes / 21% No
74% Yes / 26% No
75% Yes / 25% No

Response by Development & Design Professionals
 Development & Design Professionals:
 Others:

67% Yes / 33% No
82% Yes / 18% No

13. The current zoning regulations have a lot coverage requirement that states that the building
footprint cannot exceed 30% of the entire lot. Do you think this standard is adequate or should
it be changed?
Total Responses
 Keep at 30% =
 Require less than 30% =
 Allow more than 30% =
Responses by Ward
 Ward 1 =
 Ward 2 =
 Ward 3 =
 Ward 4 =
 Ward 5 =
 Ward 6 =
 Unknown =
 Non-Resident =

58%
23%
19%

63% Keep the Same / 20% decrease / 17% increase
57% Keep the Same / 30% decrease / 13% increase
51% Keep the Same / 34% decrease / 15% increase
59% Keep the Same / 28% decrease / 13% increase
62% Keep the Same / 14% decrease / 24% increase
67% Keep the Same / 12% decrease / 21% increase
53% Keep the Same / 20% decrease / 27% increase
51% Keep the Same / 34% decrease / 15% increase

Response by Development & Design Professionals
 Development & Design Professionals:
 Others
:

64% Keep the Same / 12% decrease / 24% increase
58% Keep the Same / 24% decrease / 18% increase
6

14. The current zoning regulations have a height maximum of 29 feet for homes zoned R-1B and 35
feet for homes zoned R-1A. Do you think these standards are adequate or should they be
changed?
Total Responses
 Keep the same =
 Increase the maximums =
 Lower the maximums =
Responses by Ward
 Ward 1 =
 Ward 2 =
 Ward 3 =
 Ward 4 =
 Ward 5 =
 Ward 6 =
 Unknown =
 Non-Resident =

52%
10%
38%

53% Keep the Same / 39% decrease / 8% increase
46% Keep the Same / 44% decrease / 10% increase
39% Keep the Same / 50% decrease / 11% increase
61% Keep the Same / 34% decrease / 5% increase
67% Keep the Same / 19% decrease / 14% increase
60% Keep the Same / 32% decrease / 8% increase
56% Keep the Same / 30% decrease / 14% increase
50% Keep the Same / 25% decrease / 25% increase

Response by Development & Design Professionals
 Development & Design Professionals:
 Others
:

62% Keep the Same / 33% decrease / 5% increase
51% Keep the Same / 38% decrease / 11% increase
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Open-Ended Comments
 #12 should include 'two-car' garages at the front of the home. The way it is phrased, it is ambiguous.
 #5. Front lot to be 60% green space: As long as a two car wide (24’) driveway, front & back sidewalks
and two side yard sidewalks takes precedence over the 60% green space requirement. We need to
be able to safely walk around our property. 6. Just solve the drainage issues with facts, not hopeful
percentages. Must increase side yards between homes. If an underground grate drainage system is
required because of the home owner’s building choices, then I think it is home owner’s responsiblity for
installation, maintenance and proper function of such system. Because the owner can choose to build
a home that would not require such a drainage system. But, if a drainage system is necessary and is
not the result of construction, then it’s the city’s responsibility to install and maintain the underground
grate drainage system.
 Need to approve these regulations ASAP and implement by September. City needs to put a 60 day
hold on issuing new tear down/rebuild permits until approved by 9/15/18.
 12. Newly constructed homes must be able to provide at least a 24’ wide garage and drive. Unless, of
course, the owner chooses to go smaller. If after a 24’, garage is included and there is less than 40%
front elevation left, then so be it. Owners must be allowed to build functional homes with sufficient
garage space, which should take precedence over a 40% minimum front elevation.
 15% seems like it would be a good standard for ALL facades including sides.
 16. Yes to building footprint cannot exceed 30% of entire lot, plus remove the accessory loopholes
that would allow the 2 story detached garage. (As seen on the example on Granada Lane-meeting
board #2) •Minimize the number of cookie cutter homes. And by all means do not have them built
next each other. • Require people who are in the building business to be identified at these meetings.
Wasted a lot of time listening to a builder push his own agenda before I figured out I was being played.
• Keep PV family friendly and eclectic. •Not interested in creating a neighborhood with quality
restrictions that accommodate million dollar builders. Need to accommodate style and quality for all.
•A huge Thank you to the city and members for all your hard work! I left thinking the city needs more
resources to combat slick builder moves too. • Big fan of Koenig’s work. Like to see a variety
builders and different styles in the examples of what to do. Spread the love ;) • Can’t support tree
preservation. I think that needs to be the owner’s choice. They suffer the consequences if and when
trees fall. • There needs to be an open meeting where everybody can hear others concerns,
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questions and ideas. •These new building decisions cannot be made in a vacuum, which I felt was
the result of the latest meetings structure. One decision can impact another and we as a community
definitely need to be making decisions within the big picture, not within small isolated focus boards.
2 story homes & Overbearing garages are also major concerns
3 car garages are much to obtrusive and not conducive to our city.
3 car garages should only be allowed on lots of a certain street frontage size. Most lots in older PV
are too small to accommodate 3 car garages without looking out of place.
3 garages on the front of the house is too much. A 3rd garage should be required to be on the side
3-car garages should not be permitted in Prairie Village. A 3-car garage can only be built into a house
that is much too large in comparison to neighboring original homes in Prairie Village. Additionally, I’m
not sure that it’s become an issue yet, but it should not be permitted that 2 lots may be combined to
build one house. Again, the idea of this is to keep the new builds from being overly large. Finally,
perhaps stricter design and maintenance guidelines should be put in place for the older existing homes
in Prairie Village, so that they keep up with the appearance of the new builds.
40% for garage is too much, as is permitting a third garage. Variance for the garage(s) with access
from the side so the front facade is maintained
65% reasonable to avg lot size
65% seems too high. Would like to see an example of a current typical PV house compared to the new
ones being built. Would also like to know what percent of existing homes complies w the proposed
65% rule. Does this rule even apply to existing PV homes built before say 2000?
8. Yes, to break up wall planes with architectural details only if language is included to
minimize/eliminate cookie cutter designs.
90% of these new homes are beautiful and add to my bottom line as a homeowner. These new homes
need to be big because that is what young families WANT. No one wants to pay 800k to build a 1500
sq ft house...
9ft is basic garage door size now. I'm for regulating it... but 9ft is very prohibitive
A giant house with garages across the front is ugly.
Additions requiring a city hearing from planning commission should require notification of all neighbors
adjacent and within 300 ft. of the property line. Board of Zoning Appeals notification requirement
should also be increased to match.
Adopt Leawood's example of having to inform the immediate neighbors via regular mail with a letter
showing the front elevation of the project. Very simple and the builders are used to do it. See their
code, don't reinvent the wheel!
Again rather have more garages than street parking .
Again we must focus on the quality of our homes
Again, “less is more.”
Again, having a garage and the adjoining concrete as a homes focal point is NOT an established,
cultured neighborhood built primarily in the 1950's.
Again, having the regulations is a good start, but ensuring the planning committee enforces them and
doesn't give variances to anyone who asks is what is really important here. Also I think that the
numbers should be increased to 20% on front and back, and 15% on sides with garage doors not
being included in the calculation since they alone usually will take the facade over the min.
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 Again, how does the proposed garage standards apply to corner lots? Are both sides of a home on a
corner lot considered the "front"? Doing a 3-car garage on a corner lot will be very difficult if not
impossible...
 Again, I am concerned the restrictions are too confining.
 Again, if people want to move to PV, let it happen and be happy and rejoice in rewards of tax money it
will bring in.
 Again, I'm in favor of these regulations, but encourage y'all to consider being even more restrictive on
all matters of scale. If you look around to other historic neighborhoods (Old West Lawrence,
Brookside, etc.) I think PV could maintain a much tighter control on both scale and aesthetics and still
encourage a thriving community.
 Again, in our cul de sac, which is not a majority of lots or homes in PV, extra garages and larger
garages would be acceptable bc of our lot size and location in relationship to neighbors and the street.
Don’t want a cookie cutter change to the codes to affect us or others in the future bc of our unique cul
de sac setup
 Again, less is more. Stop listening to the “squeaky wheel” and realize that more restrictions = less
development. We NEED these new homes to help maintain and improve all of our property values and
the overall value of Prairie Village.
 Again, please move these forward quickly.
 Again, these percentages don’t mean a lot to the average person . I and the average person are not
equipped to answer those zoning questions
 Again, this may fall into another category, but because of the excavation of large basements, we and
those around us have experienced a large influx of water from constant running sump pumps. Is there
a regulation or consideration to limit the depth and size of basements?
 Again; I’m thankful people want to live in PV and thankful for the concerns on keeping the community
viable.
 Agree with keeping standards though would be open to less restrictive %, as low as 40% greenspace
 Agree with limiting the amount of grarage door area relative to the size of the house. I question the
utility of limiting the size based on the amount of space the garage projects from the house.
 Agree with previous comments
 All garage doors (single/double) need to be wide enough & tall enough to practically fit a standard full
size pick-up truck in both garage bays. Recommend adding 1ft to width and height (especially to
handle bump-up of garage floor require arch. Detail to break up if over x ft.)
 All garages should be behind the front of the house. And keep the houses on a street the same
distance from the street. ie 68th St
 All of these create new classes of property owner- wrong.
 Allow for accessory dwelling where makes sense
 Although vegetation is nice, please make sure that the regulations also allow homeowners to install
landscaping that will reduce and minimize plant and grass watering.
 Anything to keep these massive homes in scale is appreciated.
 Apply the same design standards to accessory structures of all sizes. Windows, materials, etc.
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 Appreciate the city revisiting the issue, but changes need to be enacted quickly as the knock-downs
and building of outsized homes continues unabated.
 Are there any options/differences in the standards for corner lots?
 As a designer I've seen the homes recently in Prairie Village appalling. Under-designed and cheap
homes make up the majority of what has been built. I believe that setting standards will challenge
those who want to build a quick cheap home. I've seen fake dormers and blank facades all over these
homes. I think another idea is proposing a grant that would allow those wanting to update the exterior
of their homes. Obviously it would have to be strictly enforced, but that way those who purchase
homes can consider simply updating.
 As a person that has a workshop in my garage the 24 foot dimension may be a case by case
consideration
 As an architect, it is my opinion that different architectural styles lend themselves to different massing
strategies. If a person building a home can present a reason to gain an exception they should be
allowed. For example, if a house is using a passive design strategy of a mass mall, or trom wall for
passive heating or cooling they should be allowed to minimize penetrations.
 As long as any hard and fast standardization can be negotiated with the City based on the unique
nature of a lot, this seems an equitable approach.
 As long as new residential construction in Prairie Village meets these guidelines, we think will be
satisfactory and even desirable.
 As long as the additional garage is within revised setbacks, I see no problem with a homeowner
deciding what their home looks like
 As long as this is not retroactive.
 As much as we love the trees in prairie village they are a pain to clean up after. Leaves in the fall and
nuts falling off then is a huge inconvenience.
 As part of the permit and approval process, a stormwater/drainage study should be done on all
surrounding lots to ensure that changes made to the teardown lot don't adversely affect your own
property.
 As someone living next door to a teardown, it is very concerning that 8 large trees (all but 1 tree) were
removed plus all of the little ones, causing drainage issues on my property. I now have to leave or
shell out tons of money because of a greedy for profit only builder. This is IMPORTANT to protect our
current homes!!!
 Assume you will also impose standards for grading the landscape to slow or prevent stormwater from
running into a neighbor's property.
 Backyards and total green space should not be up to city
 Based on the enlarging size of perceived 'luxury' vehicles (Denali, Yukon, etc.) that will be seen
moving into PV with the new $750k+ tear downs being built, driveways will need to be a bit larger to
accommodate these behemoths. 60% is a good baseline for all lots and frontage greenspace, with
10,000sf lots increasing to 70%. The 65% is beginning to become trivial. Stick with 60% and make
your lives easy.
 Be careful limiting the garage wall with 2 doors to 24'-0". Common required width of structural shear
panel on the outside of (2) banked garage doors is typically 24" and then add in a 24" middle section
between the (2) 9'-0" doors and you've busted your 24'-0" maximum dimension. Perhaps look at 25'-0"
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as a maximum to make sure you don't structurally limit yourself. We continue to see these structural
portal frame requirements require more and more "meat" to hold the wall together outside of the
garage door ....
Better late than never.
Big homes on small lots is gross.
builders plan for landscape and trees should need approval of city- city reviews what and where they
plant
Buildings should be similar size and style to surroundings.
Can guidelines be given concerning design of home? A big box that looks like a modern museum
doesn't fit into PV. Also, any kind of architectural oversight of additions - e.g. take a ranch style home
and add 2nd floor only on 1 end of home - it looks funny and is lopsided.
Can there be any type of requirement for what can be built based on the existing homes next to a new
build? For example, a new home built next to a ranch should be shorter than a new home built next to
a 1.5 or 2 story home. Living in a ranch next to a teardown, I do appreciate the fact that the builder did
a 1.5 vs. 2 story, however, it still seems too tall and now blocks the sunlight that previously filled my
family room. The teardown is downhill from my property but now sits up way higher with the huge
foundation. Also, please require some type of communication from a builder/developer to the
adjoining properties. I'm not saying we need a say in what they build, it's private property after all, but
they should have the common courtesy to meet with the neighbors to explain their plans. Help us
understand the timeline and when this is happening, how long it is expected, what is being built, will
you be impacting my tree roots with the digging, will you teardown the fence, etc. We received NO
communication from Koenig. That doesn't seem respectful or fair considering the 10 months of major
inconvenience we've had to endure and it's not even done yet. Please require some type of
communication/notification. Also, we've had issues with not getting our trashcans emptied while
workers are parking in front of our cans. The porta-potty has become a community toilet where
workers and drivers from all over stop and use it multiple times on a daily basis. We get feces and
toilet paper in our yard from it. Maybe a chain link fence should be required like some builders use so
that stuff is gated? We've also experienced workers starting before the allowed start time in the
morning. All day while working they open the windows and blare music and leave their food trash
which gets into our yard. There really is no sense of peace when living next to one of these projects.
So the least the builders can do is communicate. I would like for the city to be more concerned with
the rights and peace of existing homeowners vs. those just here for a profit.
Can we add in stipulations about mature trees as stated in my comment above?
Change it to 28%
Changes should include NO PROVISIONS THAT CONSTITUTE "TAKINGS". New provisions should
be simultaneously more liberal, more safe, and more restrictive. Most lots in PV are quantitatively
under-developed. Many are aesthetically and environmentally under-developed. The value of PV
properties and lots is such that their redevelopment deserves the greatest investment in design.
Builders prefer to spend as little as possible on design (along with most everything else that goes into
construction). As PV embraces gentrification, as it should, the city should do better than other cities
have done. The direction we're currently headed will land looking more like Olathe and Lenexa than
some might expect.
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 charge builder a fee for wear and tear on city streets, gutters and sidewalks. big trucks are damaging
our streets. builder must make arrangements for employee parking in a lot somewhere and use vans
to bring them to site.
 City ordinances should prohibit single family homes from being replaced with apartment buildings.
 Clarify that side entry garages do not need to meet the same restrictions. Also garages set back on the
lots (e.g. behind the new building line) have relaxed standards .
 Codes staff are busy enough without habing to measure windows and do garage door math.
 Consider giving green space credit for pervious driveways and walkways.
 Consider limitations on the expanse and mass of hardscape...going from 1 car driveways to 3 is
unacceptable and is not addressed in % of greenspace. The % of greenspace is not solution for storm
and drainage issues...it is the amount of hardscape and roof surface that impacts storm and drainage
issues. .. our lots currently have high percentages of greenspace and issues not resolved.
 Consideration should also be required to what is presently located in the neighbors property, i.e. a
bathroom window facing out onto a deck area.
 Context...what are you thinking...these lot sizes are not compatible for 3 car garage homes...the scale
and height are then accentuated to attempt to not make the garages the focus...the architectural
details to make garages human scale do not consider or account that the rest of the house features
are out of scale with neighborhood.
 Correct “grading” for water drainage is very important for current & “new builds” in PV. Basements can
flood during heavy weather. Important builders leave finished property “graded” per the land they’ve
built on.
 Could not answer these questions without seeing an illustration. Had to put something as the
questionnaire would not forward.
 Could use more direct language concerning permeability and runoff issues related to green space.
 current Street offsets need to me maintained. No detached garages.
 Define 1.5 story in a manner that is enforceable
 Design standards should be reviewed and approved for each new build or renovation.
 Details required for 400 sq ft
 Didn’t really understand question 8.
 DO NOT ALLOW "snout" houses - Where the garage sticks out in front of the front door
 Do not allow more than 2 stall garages facing the public street. If a 3rd stall can be placed accessed
by a side yard drive, if the lot width allows, and designed to no be visible from the street, it should be
considered.
 Do not be overly strict on trash and recycling bin storage requirements. Not all can accommodate
strictness in this regard.
 Do not let these house flippers cut down trees. It’s terrible what they’re doing
 Do not like the large houses on small lots
 do not over build (too large of homes) - it can adversely affect the home values of the existing homes.
 Do not want to discourge innovation.
 Do the proper drainage studies. It doesn’t sound like anyone really knows. – Throwing out a number is
not a good idea – maybe it will work maybe it won’t
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 Do you really want to add windows to side of homes, so folks that don't get along have to look at each
other? How did the 15% and 8% get decided?
 Does planted w/ veg. include mulched areas under trees grass won't grow?
 Don’t currently have trees nor do I want trees. Why should I be forced to plant them? Please note I
don’t have a typical PV lot as I am in a cul de sac and my lot is 16K sq ft. I do want green space that
fits my family needs but don’t think I have a lot that fits the majority!
 Don’t feel that garages should be allowed more than 4’ from building life (display said 4’-12’)
 Don’t over constrain the garage width by using 24’ as the limit. A couple feet will let people build a
comfortable garage. Few things are worse than a tight garage.
 Don't know how high 29 and 35 feet are,. therefore did not respond to #17. Assume the present limits
are fine, but I would not vote for higher. (Survey made me respond)
 Don't know the ward-map finder doesn't work. I live at Reeds and 81st Terrace.
 Don't ONLY look at massing ... think beyond to include structural requirements and cost implications of
those massing changes. The price of homes in PV is already going sky high ... some of these changes
are only going to exacerbate that.
 Don't ruin our Neighborhood with huge buildings!
 Don't think City of PV should be allowed to dictate or require architectural features on new-builds or
teat-downs.
 Drainage is a big concern of mine especially because I'm at the bottom of a large slope and our old PV
homes tend to have leaky basements.
 Drainage solutions provided and executed by builders
 Drive around suburban Phoenix in particular and you’ll see what building neighborhoods full of
garages look looking me. Our family calls these garage-dominant facades as being “butt first.”
 Each home should be reviewed by case to case basis
 encourage environmental friendly features like solar panels, pervious pavement or rain gardens
 Enforcing garage size requirements as currently stated could restrict a homeowner from parking their
vehicle of choice in their garage. Building codes should not affect other personal property choices of
every homeowner.
 Enough with the restrictions, I’ve seen numerous new homes erected with 18 foot wide double garage
doors that fit the scale and neighborhood perfectly. Please allow us homeowners some “freedom” in
the design and structure of our homes.
 Error on the side of increasing growth in PV rather than restricting it!
 Feel like this might need to be evaluated more on a case by case basis. Two car driveway, patio, deck
sidewalk, sideway and porch in front as well.
 Fences- no discussion about fencing standards or standards about access to maintain utility
easements along back lot easement
 For generation of useable space, but retainment of green space footprint, we should be encouraging
full second story homes.
 For height max. if not already in place add restriction for height to adjacent property not to exceed 10%
(or less)
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 For me personally I don’t like making a requirement on garages. If someone wants/needs a larger
garage to store stuff that the city won’t allow on the street or in the driveway I would rather see a larger
garage to store it.
 For PV I think it is great to be known for trees, so keep that and update as always for the times. Village
Shops should be a major concern more so than the houses. People are here and need things.
 for smaller lots--no more than 2 'garage doors' facing the street for corner lots-actual 'front' of structure
must be considered when meeting the restrictions of front to street measurement
 Forcing them to add windows where they might not have invades neighbor privacy. I’m learning that
with the teardown next to me.
 Front and overall yard green space, stormwater management, off-street parking, on street parking, and
construction/service contractor parking are integral issues affecting neighborhood aesthetics and
function. Green space in "yards" is not an attribute without consideration of all related issues. Builders
wishing to optimize price/SF are generally ill-equipped and unincentivized to achieve an appropriate
balance.
 Front driveways should be allowed to only occupy a certain limited percentage of the area in front of
the house. The rest should be in vegetation.
 Front façade should be required to be 1.5 story to keep building mass in check
 Front should not be vegetable gardens
 Garage height shall be less than roofline of home. Total garage space for property may not exceed
parking for three cars. Or homes that have existing two car garages may only build one story garage
additions limit of no more than parking for four cars.
 Garage issues are easier to understand
 Garage placement and massing can be quite subjective based on many criteria including the
architectural design and style, and a general zoning regulation may not be the best solution.
 Garages in proportion to the home are fine and good but I feel too much regulation could be a problem
 Garages limit the other features of the house, like front porches. They could be seen as making a
statement about the priorities of the owner.
 Garages need to fit vehicles
 Garages should be no more than 35%. No third garages facing the street
 Garages should be reasonably sized.
 Garages should not be the most significant feature of a home as it faces the street/public space
 Giving “limits” on size of garage per new build very good idea for the overall “appearance” of home to
“blend” into character of PV which I personally love!
 Good, maybe doesn't go far enough
 Great idea! The woman did a great job at explaining this
 Great!
 Green space and blending in with the other homes is important. I also think we need to hold existing
homeowners more accountable so we don't get into this predicament in the first place. A good
example is the Knoell's house on 5165 Somerset. They don't even live there and let it rot.
 Green space and stormwater considerations are definitely important when having this discussion.
Additionally, there should be equal attention given to scale harmony within PV neighborhoods where
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tear downs and rebuilds are occurring. Scale imbalance has an even larger impact upon the spatial
degradation of a neighborhood streetscape than poor architectural style.
Green space is good, but 65% would preclude any small expansion of my existing home, which is a
standard cape cod. While we should control the tear down and McMansion builds, you need to allow
those of us with original homes to add on a bit.
Green space should include drought tolerant vegetation and not just grass
Greenspace and streetscape are critical to the beauty of Prairie Village and to the integrity of PV
neighborhoods.
Greenspace and streetscape is part of the ambiance of PV.
Grow food not lawns
Hard to understand item 14 without specific examples.
Has consideration been given to add an architectural review board to the Planning approval process?
Have lived in other communities where the large three door garage was the main feature of the home.
Please don't allow that!
Having the regulation in place is a good start, but more importantly, the planning commission needs to
enforce these regulations when variances are brought up. Fairway has all these regulations, but when
brought to the planning commission, variance requests are pretty much a rubber stamp "yes" as a
standard operating procedure
Height guidelines perhaps?
Height limit should be relative to neighboring homes
Height limits would be ok if basements were not allowed such out of ground height.
Height requirements should be 29 feet no matter the size of the lot
Height restrictions are too lax. 29’ max from 1st floor for any house is sufficient
Height should not tower over other homes in the area
higher grade standards regarding exterior faux siding and faux masonary materials
Homes being built are too large for the existing neighborhood. Their size, and therefore value, has
caused values of current home to go up exponentially. The current homes will not be sold for these
high prices, only be sold to developers at a discount and town down.
Homes on busy roads like mine should be allowed to have the option to add a circle drive
Homes should fit the PV motif.
Homes to tall and tower over neighbors homes. Character should be with their neighborhood and
neighbors. Every Ward has its own character. Bring heighth down.
Homes with too-large garages are destroying the character of our city.
Hopefully this will help eliminate the ugliness that is part of some of the new homes in PV. Our
neighborhoods deserve better.
Hoping greenspace is not exclusive to grass. Do not want a required percentage for grass.
Hoping to not see houses looming over properties
House + garages should not be huge and over built for existing neighborhood
Houses should have to be designed to fit within the character of the neighborhood. No more
McMansions on tiny PV lots! Also the giant houses with dormers facing each other (like the new one
across from Porter Park on Tomahawk) look ridiculous and shouldn’t be allowed. If an entire street is
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ranch houses, how are builders allowed to tear down a house and build a 3,000 sq ft two-story
monstrosity?
How fast can you get these standards implemented? With so many homes increasing in size, this
cannot happen fast enough. Thank you for the thorough and thoughtful approach to so many aspects
of street view, side view, and back view. MUCH APPERCIATED.
I agree with more green space and limiting the foot print of these tear downs
I agree with the city having a requirement for architectural detail on the front of the house, but question
the interest in controlling the back and sides of the house.
I agree, a giant wall with no windows and just wood/siding looks horrible and no one wants that to be
their view. With houses like that I might as well move to Olathe.
I also feel that garage spaces should be limited based on the size of the lot.
I also think there should be a relationship between the new house and existing houses, so the new
house doesn't tower over existing houses.
I am 100% against the garage being the first plane on the front of a home especially if it is double
garage. Part of the charm of our community is connecting with your neighbors and if the garage is the
first thing you see, it just says go away. It definitely detracts from our neighborhoods.
I am a retired architect. I have worked on 3 additions to houses in my own neighborhood. the area
requirements are hard to achieve, but possible, and worth the effort.
I am all for new rebuilds in Prairie Village but am most concerned about the properties that literally
take over the whole block. A friend recently sold a small home and a new one is being built on nearly
the entire lot and that just isn't good for neighborhoods and especially with runoff problems like PV is
suceptible to
I am also concerned about how close houses are allowed to be to the property line. I believe that
setbacks need to be larger especially on streets like mine (71st Terrace) where the vast majority of
houses are smaller. I am in one of the larger homes on the block and it was converted from a two to a
four bedroom by converting attic space which did not alter the appearance of the front of the structure
at all. I also do not want my neighbor behind me to build so far into the backyard that I can see them
eat dinner and watch tv. Currently this is not an issue. Vegetation has made good blocks and keeps
everything looking beautiful. I am a newer resident, but I did also grow up in Prairie Village. My
husband and I bought here for the good school district and the fact that it isn’t mansion land.
Socioeconomic diversity should still hold some weight even though modest homes in our area still
carry a heavy price tag.
I am concerned about those who wish to have a circle drive in front of their home. I would hate to have
restrictions on green space given some people want a circle drive, which can be quite appealing.
I am concerned that 65%-70% is NOT ENOUGH
I am concerned that the requirement to break up facades is going to have the wrong impact.
Traditional Prairie Village ranch and cape cods have pretty uniform and simple facades, it is part of
what makes our neighborhood unique, unlike the mcmansions of south Johnson County that have
issues with leaking roofs and frozen pipes due to over complexity. I have noted I do not support this
amendment because while I understand the intent, I don't believe it goes far enough. These
"architectural features" should be limited in size so we don't get more massive dormers and eaves.
Breaking up the facade does nothing to make the building feel less out of scale with traditional Prairie
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Village homes. A better amendment would be to limit the floor to floor height and building heights at
property lines.
 I am deeply distressed with many of the new homes that have been built in P.V. They are way too big,
uninspired and are ending affordable housing in our neighborhoods. We are NOT mission hills or
leawood. We have lost the unique look and style of P.V.
 I am disappointed in the large homes popping up in the middle of homes that really make PV what it is
meant to be. These homes are an eye sore, selfish and show off's. I would more then support rules
and regulations for tear downs, building and adding on. Let's keep Prairie Village... Prairie Village.
 I am extremely concerned about our large pin oaks and other majestic trees being cleared to make
way for oversized houses on tiny lots. A good example is up Fonticello (north) from my house on
70th Street. There are approximately 7 gorgeous, mature oak trees tied off and slated to come down
on a lot for sale. Prairie Village is known for it's urban forest and amazing streetscapes -- leafy,
shady streets lined with beautiful, arching, decades-old trees. For many people, that's what adds to the
charm of our city and what attracted them in the first place! Builders are ripping out these wonderful
trees, or building up to within a few feet of their trunks, which means the tree will most likely die
because of root system damage. In other cases they're running heavy equipment within the drip lines
of the trees causing compaction of the soil -- another detriment to the health of the trees. As a
landscaper who has worked on projects in Mission Hills, I know that city values and protects their
large, mature trees. Contractors are required to rope off the drip line of the trees and not allowed to run
heavy equipment over this area. In other states, such as California, homes are built AROUND the
trees. Sometimes the trees are even incorporated into the design of the home. I understand builders
get more money for building a larger home on a property. It's obvious to anyone who is paying
attention that it's all about the money. And, frankly, I'm tired of the builders' argument that it's
'necessary' to build larger homes in PV to attract families.Those of us who have lived in PV for years
beg to differ. There are plenty of families who make a smaller home work for them and are happy to
sacrifice a little extra space for the opportunity to live in our city. And, many of the small homes can be
added onto in a way that is appropriate for the lot, if needed. The trees are only one aspect of my
grievance regarding what's happening to our town. I also think, from an aesthetics standpoint, most of
these new homes simply look ridiculous next to the existing smaller homes. It doesn't take a
'designer's eye' to see they're way out of proportion to the rest of the neighborhood. When new,
oversized homes dwarf the existing homes around them because they are too tall and too large, they
stick out like a sore thumb. This is ruining the charm of our neighborhoods. There's one new home
down the street from my house and another under construction five lots away. I can see two ugly,
oversized homes from my front window which look like they belong in a barren, slapped-together
Olathe neighborhood. I'm dreading the day when a house on either size of mine is torn down and a
two-story monstrosity is put in making my house look like the servants' quarters. My neighbor down
the street will now look out her bedroom window to see the new house's concrete foundation because
it's built so high off the ground. Ugly. Plus, all the sun will be blocked for her house in the morning by
the huge structure on it's east side. And, I'm sure she'll feel like she's being peered down upon and
lorded over by the second story windows high above the roofline of her house. If this does happen
next door, it will be time for me to move out of the Prairie Village that I've known and loved.
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 I am hoping this survey includes a restriction regarding how many windows a dwelling must have. I
would also like to see garages that are more in proportion to the size of the house if they are located in
the front. Thank you.
 I am learning. I don't know what 65% greenspace means. I need to educate myself. I'm not sure how
much greenspace I have at my house.
 I am okay with the requirements, but hope that greenspace never be interpreted as only grass.
 I am saddened and cranky, disgusted by all of these tear-downs and giant rebuilds in Prairie Village. It
is destroying the vibe and feel of the neighborhood. Our household will support any initiative or zoning
that will rein in the building of these giant homes!
 I applaud the work the committe has done so far as I know it is an extrememly difficult task to please
so many different factions. I would submit that it does not go quite far enough in certain areas: A--if
the side of a home is 499 sq ft there still needs to be something to break it up ie a window, chimney
etc ESPECIALLY if it is a corner lot--ie the house on the corner of 69th Terrace and Fonticello--even
with a window it still is not a view that is in keeping with the neighborhood. B--with the smaller lots--a
home with a two car garage and a "2-lane" driveway appears to take up half of the front yard--even if it
satisfies your rule about staying under a certain percentage--I would propose that the driveway taper
to the street or raise the % of greenspace required to resolve this asphalt/concrete jungle appearance.
C--add a section for corner lots not being allowed to call the side of their house "the frontage" so that
they can 'cheat' on the setback rules---case in point ----the home at the corner of Cedar and 70th
Terrace seems to have it's address on Cedar which allows its (real) front to be considered the side
allowing it to be closer to the street on 70th Terrace than any of the other homes along the entire
block...Surely there could be some language added to avoid this loophole as there are lots and lots of
corner lots in PV.
 I appreciate that home design - its architecture appeal, proportionate balance is a priority, unlike
southern Johnson county
 I appreciate the attempt to maintain the character of the neighborhood, but I am against the city
enforcing strict code guidelines on people that own and have bought the property with their own
assets.
 I assume that all the previous teardown do not have these requirements. Please let us know if this is
true or not.
 I believe a floor to floor height requirement is the most effective way to limit the scale issue with these
newer homes. Many of these homes would look significantly better if the floor heights were more in
scale with their older neighbors - given that humans are larger today and standards have changed, I
think this could grow somewhat, but I don't see any reason for the massive floors in some of these new
homes. I would suggest a maximum of 9'-6" floor to floor as a rough place to begin, this would allow for
higher ceilings without getting too out of scale. Shorter homes are also more efficient to heat and cool.
As a personal note - I am an architect who chose a Prairie Village home because I appreciate the
scale and character of the older homes, but I also appreciate the city's needs to modernize and adapt
to change. I would be happy to volunteer some time to assist in these efforts in the future if there is
any way I can be useful. Please feel free to contact me at the email below if you would like to discuss.
I am interested in attending one of the meetings, but just learned that these are planned and need to
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adjust my schedule to make it. Hopefully I can attend! Thank you for making this effort to preserve
Prairie Village!
I believe story height is one of the best ways to limit the undesirable qualities of new builds. I would
also consider taller homes if they have larger setbacks and smaller % footprint. I am concerned that
500sf too small and encourages contrived architectural details, however there may be a number that
works- 750-800sf?
I believe that that with the style of the existing houses in the area, having more than 1 street facing
garage door really takes away from the character of the neighborhood and the projects usually end up
looking more like garages with a house attached to the back than a house with an attached garage. I
would like to see more strict regulation of street facing garages and make side entry garage be more
common for any garage more than 1 space.
I believe the current 30% guideline is fine. The more you “police” the development the less we will
have. We need the new homes for progress and improvement of our neighborhood.
I believe these amendments to restrict style of home as well as from a remodeling perspective, limit
existing homeowners to change or increase their square footage without having to overcome
unnecessary obstacles.
I believe this doesn't go far enough - two car garages on front facing lots should be the limit regardless
and for smaller lots a one car garage should be all that is allowed. While right now this seems overstringent, I believe in twenty-thirty years the desire for large garages will be less common, making
Prairie Village homes with less garage footprint actually more desirable.
I cannot believe these are some of our rules! What kind of city do I live in? I’m very disappointed that
this is the best we can do.
I dislike the tearing down of nice homes that can be fixed up, and adding extremely large homes that I
consider to be very unattractive.
I do appreciate the City taking the time and caring enough about our unique Village to try and keep
some regulation as we move forward. It’s good to have change but I also prefer that we keep the “feel”
of this special place to live!
I do not support a broad-brush requirement for window openings based on front/side/back yards, as
environmental considerations are much better indicators of where openings should occur. To force
extra windows on a Northern facade, as opposed to a southern facade, has much different
ramifications due to sun exposure.
I do not support architectural requirements
I do not support having a 3 car garage if it means the house will then be so big that it overpowers the
lot. The over all scale of the house should be a consideration on the lot in relation to neighboring
homes needs to determine the number of garages allowed.
I do not support three car garages.
I do not want standards based on old styles of houses. I want to see innovstive arcjitecture. Many of
the most interesting houses in PV would not meet these standards.
I do think some forms of xeriscaping and other pervious systems should be allowed to count for partial
value, perhaps ½ credit per sq ft of pervious non-living space up to 10%.....
I do think the tear down in PV is a good thing there is nothing charming about a bad basement and a
one car garage. Which I realize has nothing to do with streetscape. But many of our existing houses
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are just worn out so maybe we should be less cranky with all the rules and be happy people want to
live in a old suburb. I’m thankful all PV does for us and thankful when I go to sell our house people will
want it because of the services provided.
I do think we need to be very lenient with housing designs and configurations in order to keep young
families and downsizing adults in PV. I believe all PV houses will eventually be rebuilds for the space
and accommodations of today’s families. This is good for both the new builds and the value of the
remaining homes. Thanks! Ann Colston 7345 Canterbury St.
I don’t think 3 car garages should be permitted.
I don’t want a window in the side of my garage but I don’t see any way aroudn it.
I don’t want people looking down on me from two stories up.
I don't have a clear understanding of how Q5 and Q6 is measured and what that would mean to my
property and very hesitant to approve. If I am over this percentage is there a fine I will have to pay?
I don't like RV sized garages but don't mind garage doors being a little larger than standard
I don't see a reason for requiring the garage set-back.
I don't want government telling me how to landscape my property.
I encourage any standards which will help preserve the originally intended J C Nichols look and use of
the neighborhood.
I feel like third car garages should not be permitted at all. Most lots in our area just are not large
enough to support three garages, and homes that have three car garages usually look like they are
nothing but garage. They do not fit the character of our charming NE JOCO communities.
I feel that if replacing a single story home then a single story new home should be replacing it. A two
story tear down can be replaced with a two story rebuild but the height should not exceed the height of
house being torn down.
I feel that requiring 65% green space would prevent residents from adding valuable amenities such as
patios, decks, pools, etc, which increase the usability and value of outdoor spaces. Lot coverage
restrictions that are already part of city ordinance restrict the size of the structure. I support the street
tree idea, but not the green space requirement. I am an electrical engineer, not a developer or
landscaper.
I feel that the new or improved houses need to "match" other houses around the area. They don't have
to be exact, but not look out of place.
I feel that two car garages extending beyond the front door line is inappropriate and doesn't blend in
with existing houses
I feel the more garage space period is very attractive to a current home owner or new home buyer
wanting to have the additional garage. Less cars on the streets is much more attractive from a safety
standpoint and overall harmony of the PV community. I feel the garage height should increased to
9ft. in order to allow for those who have a large suv or truck to accommodate the height to be able
park in the garage. In addition the large trash bins take so much space I again believe the additional
garage space would be very desirable to any home owner. I welcome a 3rd car garage to any PV lot
and prefer a front entry load garage for visual appearance and harmony for the neighborhood.
I feel you can do what you want with your own property. It is not right for the government to tell a
homeowner how much “green space” they need or set “streetscape” standards.
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 I find the additional regulations to be unnecessary, especially the design requirements in regards to
the wall breaks, etc. I hope that the city govt. has considered the long term effect this could have on
contractors interest in building in PV and the cost associated with these add'l requirements. It will
create an additional premium that they will charge to deal with the hassle of working in our community.
I also believe that part of our charm is the artistic nature of the city and being an inner suburb, we
should embrace the eclectic nature of our community and allow the more modern architecture to work
it's way in.
 I have 2 concerns I'd like to see addressed: how do we ensure building materials are of high quality;
and how do we minimize the cookie cutter effect or a builder who builds the same floor plan over and
over.
 I have no reference for what is normal to the original homes in the area.
 i Hope our community will strive to maintain the charm of the original streetscape as much as possible.
 I hope these proposed standards all pass!
 I know it’s not practical for PV to implement an ARB, but can we call out regulation on building
materials? ie vertical panel siding, vinyl windows, the use of real stone/brick. Not sure this is the right
forum, but construction noise ordinance needs to change, and ASAP. Not saying we go as strict as
Mission Hills but 7:00am on the weekend, or 9:30 on a school night is not OK. And shame on us for
not fixing this sooner. I would bet most people get more upset about these contractors that don’t live
here coming into our neighborhoods and being poor neighbors during construction. They have to be
held accountable for damage, noise, drainage/erosion control etc. And I’m a builder. My company
has worked too hard to establish our reputation to have it destroyed by folks that want to throw up a
house as fast as possible and collect a check and move on. Nobody wants to live next to that for a
year.
 I know there are people who are very good at politics. I hope our guidelines people hold their ground
and are not "bought out" by others.
 I like the current height maximums as currently in place, however I feel the greenspace as current
could be decreased allowing for more building options to a current home owner that is wanting to
expand or a new home being built. Does the public know that only 8% of the permits are new builds
and remodels? I feel this will affect any PV resident wanting to add on to their current home. I feel
these proposed changes are not being presented to the public accurately from the city.
 I like the percentage requirements but am concerned about depth requirements for front yards. Some
tear downs seem to encroach on front yard space.
 I like the requirement of 1 street tree. For storm water/drainage please enforce the 65% green space.
 I live in Merriam but love Prairie Village. PLEASE do not ruin the city by "updating" the homes to look
like southern JoCo. The character of Prairie Village is what makes it special. Do not price out families
by building bigger homes. There is plenty of that down south. Don't be something you aren't. We
LOVE what you are!!
 I live on a cul de sac, I think there should be some consideration for odd shaped lots
 I lived in PV for 32 years. Raised my family there and called it, really still do call it home. To see the
growing community is great as long as it preserves the character of the city. PV was special and
unique. Houses that look like Office bldgs or boxes don’t fit. It takes away from the character of the
city. I drive thru all the time with wonderful memories and I see the growth and I see things that just
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don’t fit in. Please preserve the character. Don’t change the look of the city. It is special. Keep it that
way.
I love things as they are
I need to understand how this is measured and what a typical house is for these percentages.
I oppose the “garage with house attached” look you see in our neighborhoods to the south.
I really like the idea of adding a % of greenspeace. This makes it so houses still look the part of this
wonderful city as well as helps run off.
I should be able to build whatever garage I want that fits my needs, within my lot.
I spoke with one of the representatives and my concern falls to if the tree is planted within a certain
distance of the street, would some of the responsibility fall to the city to maintain ergo becoming
additional costs to PV. Additionally, my other concern are if there are any requirements about how
close to a neighbor’s property or house that the required tree can be built & unfortunately affecting that
homeowners property (i.e. drainage, limbs close to their house, cracking in driveway, etc.)
I support greenspace, but requiring 70% of the lot to be greenspace sounds excessive. This leaves
only 30% for the house?
I support keeping the trees and greenspace! This is our community and let's keep it beautiful.
I support the purposes provided for each proposal. However, not having built a home I cannot visualize
the impact of the proposed percentages.
I support windows on front and back of houses but not the sides.
I think all of these are great ideas, but don't need to be ordinances
I think an exception can be made to the 60% front of the lot greenspace rule and 65%/70%
greenspace rule based on us of permeable concrete or other water sequestering technology
I think consideration should be given to the other houses on the block. First, no house can exceed in
size (square footage and height) and of the houses on the contiguous block; Corner lots would go by
the corner lot houses on the block where the house exists. If folks need nine-foot ceilings, there are
plenty of properties in Indian Fields and other wards that can accommodate the bigger builds without
sticking out like a sore thumb and driving up property values so that our taxes skyrocket every year.
For developers, the bubble is building and when it pops they'll be nowhere to be found, and we'll have
empty houses and half-built structures. I've been to several of the meetings and watched the toothless
leaders cow tow to the developers. If they want to build big, it should cost them dearly. First, they
should have to pay for the entire block to have its utility lines buried. Second, there should be some
mechanism to charge extra for square footage built beyond the normal and recognized mass and
height of existing structures.
I think controlling drainage issues, both through greenspace standards and (hopefully) through stricter
requirements for builders/contractors, is huge. I know too many people located next to the new
construction houses experiencing problems from the new house's poor drainage/run-off.
I think houses should be limited to two car garages.
I think it is great that our neighborhood is so desirable that people choose to redevelop the homes.
The majority of the older housing stock in PV is cheaply constructed and beyond its useful life. Mine
included. Please don’t over regulate and force young families to build elsewhere. I hear folks
complain that the new houses hurt the “character” of the neighborhood. I disagree. The people,
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parks, schools, and connectivity of the Villiage make it a great neighborhood. Not the old houses.
Regards, John Stephenson 5327 W 69th St 913-980-7318
I think that the 500sf standard is too small find it will add significant cost to new home- making it less
affordable
I think that there might be instances where you could create a good design that is more than 30% of
the lot; in that case, you could create a design review process for exemptions.
I think the code provides set back standards from lot lines and the curb. I think in addition to limiting
height, there needs to be some green space between side and rear lot lines and the new structure, so
it doesn’t overwhelm neighboring houses that are smaller in scale.
I think the garage mass should appear subordinate to the main mass of the house, both in scale and
proximity to the street.
I think the house being built on 72nd Terr. Just off state line has to be breaking the rules. It is
ENORMOUS and goes all the way to the edges of the property, it does NOT fit with the other houses
on the block at all. How did they get away with that??? If that house is following the new guidelines in
place, I'd hate to see what it would have looked like without any guidelines, and if it is following
guidelines then they definitely need to be changed.
I think the minimums of 65% greenspace is a bit much, and 70% on a 10K lot is also too much. I think
a 55% for smaller lots and 60% for larger lots is much more reasonable. The homes that exist now
already have drainage issues, so placing further restrictions on people who want to rebuild their homes
to have functioning basements while remaining in Prairie Village isn't something that I think we should
move forward with. If stormwater runoff is a big concern of the city, the money needs to be put towards
that rather than dinging homeowners from wanting to build a home that isn't crumbling at the seams
like every home in Prairie Village.
I think the new structure should proportionally fit into existing structures regardless of lot size, or
double lot situations. I have a house being built next to me that towers over my home overwhelming
the feel. I can not increase landscaping that would make any impact on a sense of privacy.
I think the scale of the homes needs to be kept comparable to the existing ones - the two story homes
should not tower over the cape cod two stories. The square footage could also be limited to mimick the
neighborhood. I understand people want larger homes, but they should only be slightly larger than the
existing ones, not Blue Valley style mansions crammed in between 1950s ranches. If people want
homes like that, they should live in Blue Valley. General scale matters more to me than specific
requirements about garage doors or windows. The houses should somewhat blend in. That still leaves
a lot of room for improvement in new construction.
I think there should be a minimum distance a structure can be from the adjacent properties
I think there should be some appeal process for this. For instance, if someone lives on a busy street,
such as 75th, and they want to add a turn-around for their driveway so they can safely enter the street,
I think they should be able to request an exception to the standard.
I think they need to focus on the huge homes built on tiny lots. It looks TERRIBLE
I think three car garages should not be allowed on the standard lot sizes in the Prairie Village
subdivision.
I think we are making too much out of all. Be glad they want to live in PV. Alternative is run down
neighborhood. Let it change and grow.
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 I think we need to educate residents and the Code Enforcement Folks that "green space" does NOT
necessarily have to be defined as just tradional yard grass(ie fescue, bluegrass, zoysia) I had a
neighbor who had black raspberries in her yard and the Code Enforcement jerks made her cut them
down!! It was a crying shame because she let us pick them and we made pies etc. I have had other
neighbors attempt to shame me for allowing the beautiful wild violets & strawberries (that the bees
love) to roam free in my yard, while they dump disgusting chemicals in there' yards to make them
weed-free and unnaturally green while killing off the bees. How about banning Roundup and some if
these other chemicals as those are doing far more damage to the water supply and the planet than a
few dandelions or violets? Maybe get some re-education for ALL in re: alternatives to grass...grow
something edible, dump the toxic chemicals protect the bees n butterflies and help out mother nature!
 I think we should also limit the square footage of the second floor to be 75% of the first floor. This
would stop the overpowering of some houses next to others.
 I think you should have a architectural review board . But the revival and building of the neighborhood
increases values and hopefully beauty of the neighborhood. There should always be a setback
restriction, whereas the structure has to be so many feet from front of the lot, side of lot etx. I have
like most of the new homes built .
 I think you've covered it.
 I wish a committee could pass on home designs, but I recognize that this is too intrusive. Some
builders are doing a wonderful job of making homes compatible with PV's character, but some are
ugly, cheap boxes and look awful, or they tower over neighbor homes that are in scale. There are
several modern or mid-Century homes that are lovely because they have been designed well and they
fit the scale. So homes don't need to be Cape Cod in character, they just need to be appealing homes
that fit into the neighborhoods.
 I wish these had been in place before!
 I would encourage regulations regarding architectural style to avoid any further modern/contemporary
residential homes such as the one behind the little park by the pioneer statue, or the one just west of
Colonial Church on 71st Street. I adore modern architecture, but it so profoundly out of place and
undermines the visual integrity and architectural character of the neighborhood. Please don't let money
cloud your thinking on these regulations -- there are plenty of people with the money to build new who
don't feel like that entitles them to also ignore the area's character...which I have to believe is one of
the things that attracted them to build in PV in the first place.
 I would hope that older homes are grandfathered into these new zoning requirements
 I would like this city to acknowledge the asset and uniqueness we have in having a charm, character
with small to mid range quality homes in the city. We are surrounded by large home
neighborhoods...we don't need to become one too. Please allow our smaller lots to re build quality
small to mid range homes. Please consider the population whose standards are less is more.
REbuild quality, updated homes with smaller sq ft foot prints, and contextual dimensions that will not
crowd, overwhelm and complicate the existing drainage issues we have before more hardscape and
roof lines. Please don't let greedy builders change our quality of aesthetics and life, take a survey the
new house owners are out of towners who do not have a value or appreciation or investment in this
neighborhood.
 I would like to know how the atrocity at 75th and Delmar made it past the zoning regulations
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I would like to maintain the streetscape as much as possible to the original community plan.
I would like to reconsider 200 sq ft as the remodel basis for this process on existing homes
I would like to see % of side fenestration (windows) increased to 12% to 15%.
I would like to see a requirement for window trim on all facades, if such a requirement is not already in
place. I think a requirement for some sort of covered porch or entry overhang element at the front door
would be nice. The covered area wouldn’t need to be very large. Maybe 20sf?
I would like to see initiatives that make it more difficult to tear down existing homes to preserve the
integrity of the neighborhoods.
I would like to see it added that the front and rear elevation have similar or at least characteristic roof
lines. For example, our neighbors new house looks like a 1.5 story from the front, but is a solid 2 story
from the back with no break or architectural feature. Would also like to see requirement for same
siding/finish on all 4 sides of house. No front facades with woodsman siding on the sides and back.
I would like to see limits on plastic/vinyl siding and cheap materials on new homes. Limit # of
architectural styles.
I would like to see restrictions on how far the garage can protrude from the front of the house.
I would like to see the builders of newer and much larger homes to take into consideration the view
their project(s) may be taking away from neighboring structures. No one wants to lose their view of
nature; that’s why we have lived here for 21years and counting.
I would like to see the city restrict stucco and barn siding. I looks extremely cheap, and brings down
the value of the houses on the street.
I would like you to do what ever it takes to keep the houses small. These monster houses are ruining
the character of prairie village.
I would love to see all plans for new build have a landscape plan on them. Make it a requirement, say
10% of total budget needs to be in landscaping.
I would prefer that no garage structure (front or side facing, attached or detached) project further than
the main structure.
I would suggest a neighborhood review board, similar to Fairway, or at the very minimum, the
requirement to share plans with neighbors. I realize a homeowner is entitled to build whatever style,
within building guidelines, they please. However, the charm of PV is not going to continue if we allow
these architecturally unappealing, south Olathe, style homes to be built. There is one being
constructed nextdoor to me, and I sincerely worry it will adversely affect the sale price of our home.
I would support an even lower threshold for breaking up planes with architectural details than the 500
SF proposed. Even 500 SF is a *huge* amount of blank exterior wall compared to the original housing
stock.
I would support the garage massings at 30%. 40% is perhaps too high.
I’d like to see a certain percentage of the trees and plants to be native to our area. Ideally
incorporating pollinator friendly oases and rain gardens. I’d also encourage preserving as many of the
old trees standing on the lots as possible. It’s ironic that one of the stated reasons for moving into the
PV area is the big old trees on the streets, then the developer goes in and clears the lots effectively
destroying precisely what they like. I’d like to see some forward thinking for environmental
concerns...water usage, cooling effects of large trees and habitat for pollinators that is being
destroyed.
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 I’d like to see more front porches to promote people mingling with neighbors. I’d really like to see more
forward thinking where the environment is concerned. As I have mentioned previously, more native
trees and shrubs that provide habitat for wildlife. Pollinator islands for butterflies, bees, fireflies, etc.
preservation of large established trees that not only significantly cool summer heat but also help clean
the air. Reducing lawn sizes with native plants does all this while also conserving water. Why not take
the opportunity of all the new construction to think about the future well being of the environment for
future generations and not just the bottom line of the developer turning quick profits.
 I’m fine with the 15% of front being windows and doors. I just wish we could eliminate the designs with
thee bat garages facing the street on a small lot so the only other doors/windows are the front door
with a small window next to it. Very poor design.
 I’m tired of these enormous houses being placed on small lots
 I'd like to see some regulation that requires street trees to be at least an inch to inch and 1/2 in caliper
at the time of planting and that residents be held responsible for keeping the trees for watered for at
least two years after the time they are planted.
 I'd rather see 70% lots not 65% then it would be 75% lots over 10,000
 If "greenspace" includes xeroscaping or other non-permeable features which do not require water
consumption, the proposed greenspace requirements are slightly more reasonable.
 If a house has a large basement extending out of the ground, many homes can exceed the height
regulations. I think the height regulation should include the basement in total height
 If different areas or R-1A vs R-1B is having different issues then treat them differently. Not all of
Prairie Village is the same and not all of Prairie Village wants restrictive codes.
 If I decide to tear down my current home. I want to be able to build the house I want to within my lot.
 If not already included, require high quality siding and materials. No vinyl.
 If only we could incent residents to use their garages primarily for their cars rather then a large space
for more stuff.
 If the house is on a corner lot, the side facing the perpendicular street should also include the 15%
window and door requirement.
 If the size of the lot can support a three car garage then don’t limit it. Not all of Prairie Village is the
same.
 If they were building some smaller homes we wouldn’t need more regulation, but all they are building
are homes to the maximum allowable size which makes their neighbors homes look much smaller and
out of place.
 If you can pay 700,000+ for a rebuild and you tear down trees, then the city should require trees
planted (not 2 trees) blend with other properties.
 If you force increased green space we will end up with more cars parked on the streets people need
places to park- I have young children I the streets clear so we can see them- also street parking looks
bad
 If you put these regulations in place I would like to see them enforced. I have neighbors who have
gotten buy with adding garages up to the property line. While other neighbors have plans turned
down. Unapproved fences go up. Not everyone can afford to build a new $700,000 home on their lot.
I don't want my neighborhood to look like south johnson county. If I wanted that style of neighborhood
I would move.
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 If you’re going to tear down and re-build, it should be like for like, i.e., single story to single story
 I'm a strong supporter of the window facade requirement. New builds on my street don't have any
windows on a given side of the structure, and shows that the builder and architect are clearly cutting
corners to save cost.
 I'm assuming the tree requirements mean "no less than" one or two trees? That should be clarified.
 I'm concerned that the view from the back not be obstructed by the house "across the fence." It is also
preferable not to be able to look into a neighbor's home (or passing traffic).
 I'm fine with hard scape landscaping for those that are concerned with keeping up with their yard.
Green scape is nice, but hardscape looks better than overgrown grass and weeds.
 I'm not totally against the street tree issue but it should not be forced if the lot already has a massive
tree in center of its front yard. The sapling has no chance of growing properly or straight when its
fighting to find sunlight. I speak from experience. The city should strongly consider the existing trees
on the front before placing another one.
 Immediate next door neighbors layout should be observed and taken into account in design phase so
as not to completely “destroy” something in neighbor’s layout. (Speaking from experience.)
 Important to preserve greenspace
 improve and control stormwater and drainage issues
 In general before I support or deny any of these, they should state very specifically and be based on
lot size
 In my neighborhood, the size of the new houses make the original homes look like doll houses or tool
sheds. The more greenspace requirements will hopefully make the distance from the sides of these
huge houses further away from our original homes so they won't look so bad.
 Incentive for recycling of materials from torn down homes would be nice. I don't know what the
incentive would be though.
 Income level housing should be provided at a rate of at least 10% and no more than 16.3%. A ratio
standard of unbiased metering should be applied to undiminsioned expansion at a rate of 3.7%. In lieu
of said guidelines- a poverty level of appreciation can be underutilized. A comprehensive
understanding of said directives is or should be based on education of any particular participants and
or end users.
 Increase the open space on the sides of each lot so that buildings are not so close to the lots line and
crowding nearby homes.
 Is 8% on the side facades enough? These can often be the largest facades if the house has gabled
ends.
 Is it possible to regulate good taste in design?
 Is the grading of the lot compared to the neighbor’s taken into consideration? Thank you for your time
and efforts.
 Is there a requirement for the height of a "ranch"? I'm told, by the owner, that the one at 7144
Cherokee is a ranch, but it is taller than the adjacent Cape Cod.
 It is my opinion that the green space requirement should only apply to the front of the property. Given
the small lots in prairie village, a person that may want to install a pool and surrounding pool deck
would have a hard time complying with the 65%
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 It is so important that the city considers some very basic materials requirements. Poor quality
materials or materials that aren’t consistent on 4 sides of the building, allow for builder profit and
degrade the quality of our neighborhood. I’m so sorry to see spec homes with huge out of scale
facades being built with press board vertical siding, and existing homes being renovated where the
front siding is being replaced and the other three sides are being left, a totally different size. All similar
communities have basic materials restrictions including Fairway and Leawood. Don’t dictate style but
please consider minimum quality standards.
 It is very important to have an architectural review board added to the city
 It seem that on most street all the house are a certain distance from the curb. ‘‘Tis is more aesthetic
than haphazard setbacks
 It seems like a third car garage set back a few feet within the alotted revisions seems to draw more
attention to the garage.
 It should take into account corner houses and also limit the opposing street
 It would be great to publish these guidelines not as ordinances. I should be able to build an "ugly
house". Its my house and you may like it later.
 It would be nice to have clarification of sidewalk requirements. I would like to see a requirement that
owners allow for sidewalks on their property.
 It’s a free country- people should be able to do what they want. Anybody wanting more regulations
should move to Russia.
 It’s about time! Encourage native vegetation for pollinators.
 Item 14 is vague. Good design is not a formula of required offsets. It is an art that is taught and
practiced. You are likely to still end up with poor designs even with the proposed prescriptive
approach.
 Item 15- increase to 33 or 35%- Rooms in modern homes are larger
 Jim Engle tears down perfectly good homes and makes no attempt to donate useable materials to
Habitat for Humanity or any other nonprofit. Their homes are unattractive and lack uniqueness,
character and creativity. This builder lacks the vision to build homes that fit into and enhance the
natural environment. He seems to have no regard for our neighborhood, for wildlife habitat and the
needs of homeowners. The national trends indicate that more smaller homes and more energy
efficient homes will be in demand. His homes are a throwback to the 80s. Please stop him from
purchasing any more homes in Prairie Village. PROPOSAL: Homes being demolished must be made
available to Habitat for humanity or other nonprofits to repurpose materials before they are
demolished. Limit the number of homes any one builder can build in Prairie Village.
 Just a question: Does the PV "footprint tax" include driveway, paved or bricked patios?
 Just get phase 2 of the regulations done quickly before even more are built not in conformity w/ these
proposed regs.
 Just need to make sure there is adequate protection and concern for the “little guys” (existing homes)
with regards to drainage, communication, etc. I don’t feel we are entitled to have a say or vote in what
is built on the lot, but the plans should be openly communicated to us in case we have questions or
concerns. The builder next to me never once spoke to us even though this has greatly impacted us
and our property. We also get toilet paper with poop on it in our yard from their porta potty. Along
with food trash. Not okay.
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 Keep character of the neighborhood but make sure not to discourage tear downs. Some houses in our
neighborhood need to be torn down!!
 Keep Prairie Village the way it was originally built!!!!!!!!!
 Keep PV acceptable to families. Build with quality but allow for a diverse population.
 Keep PV with the charm it has+
 Keep somewhat with the size & style of the existing neighborhood homes  Keep the houses comparable in size and style to one another. That’s called ZONING. Cites like
Boston, Santa Fe, Florence Italy attract tourists because they maintain standards.
 Keep the PV look and feel. No crazy modern homes that look like 70s office spaces.
 Keep the village a village
 Keep them as is. I don’t see a problem.
 Keep up the good work. PV is doing the right thing. Cities cannot survive unless they allow for these
types of improvements to neighborhoods.
 Landscaping, at least minimal, should be required
 Large “fire station” type overhead garage doors should not be allowed.
 Larson construction company homes look cheap, are oversized, and always have the cheapest of
shingles. Look at the eyesore at 8501 Delmar.
 Last season on This Old House MA reno the city required in ground tank to address
stormwater/drainage issues. This is something PV should consider as these new houses get massive.
 let it go already. these regulations will have a negative effect on property values. you should be happy
people are wanting to invest in Prairie Village. the majority of these tear downs are homes that are not
structurally sound.
 Let people build the houses that will fit their needs and lifestyle. Focus more on making homeowners
keep up the houses that exist and make Parks and Rec keep up the parks, streets etc., some things
around the city need vast improvement.
 Let the market decide whatt is desirable
 Like the idea of limiting the size of the house and preserving the greenspace.
 Limit street parking. Do not allow trucks, motor cycles and cars without adequate mufflers. Noise
abatement needs to be enforced especially on Mission Road. Many houses on Mission Road are
becoming undesirable due to trucks and traffic noise from unmufflered vehicles.
 Limit third car garages
 Limiting height is more important than limiting overall footprint
 lots over .5 acres should be exempt from these standards
 Love the new modern house designs added to PV. Especially the house off mission road and 70th?
Street (behind the statue)
 Love the requirement for street trees. That preserves the charm of Prairie Village. 8 trees were taken
down next door to my property for a teardown. Very sad and now very concerned about drainage
issues. Need to make sure the "little guy" is protected as well as just the city and their sewer system.
The new build next door only has 1 big Oak tree and the rest of the lot is barren. With the pitch of the
roof (former ranch went to a 1.5 story) and minimal trees this will for sure cause issues.
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 Maintain current green space street care with future development don’t turn PV into southern OP or
leawood
 maintain PV charm
 maintain the current patterns established
 Maintain the greenspace
 make it pretty
 Make sure we’re not so restrictive that we discourage new builds by making design too narrow
 Many of the new homes are towering over the home next to them. The scale needs to be in keeping
with the neighborhood.
 Many of the trees in my ward are either dying or already dead. I don’t need the city government telling
me how many trees, shrubs or flowers I need to plant in my yard.
 Many trees in Prairie Village are in dangerously poor health. Without an irrigation system, grass looks
bad 9-10 months of the year.
 Maximizing green space is key
 May of the neighborhoods have small starter homes. If you want families to stay in the neighborhoods
many of the replacement houses will need to be built larger than what is currently there, within reason
of course.
 Maybe the third or fourth should be a rear entrance, back of house.
 Might prevent a nice patio in backyard where lot is relatively small. This is too restrictive.
 Minimize how facades that emphasize garage doors
 More green less street
 More green space the better! And back yards are for kids, not streets!
 More incentives for rain gardens and runoff
 more variety in the elevations of the new homes. new homes are great and many beautiful, but its
going to feel like the suburbs soon if more variety in architecture is not permitted. Even if a modern
design vs the traditional cape cod....variety is more pleasurable.
 More windows than the above percentages would be even better. Otherwise they end up looking like
barns.
 Most PV lots do not reasonably accommodate 2 or 3 car garages with short drives to the street, nor
adequately dimensioned side entry garages. Why not require rear entry or detached garages and
accommodate off-street entry/service drive circles to driveways. Don't cave in to builders who want to
implement cookie-cutter designs that simply accelerate the next round of (re-) gentrification in thirty
years.
 Moving the windows or architectural elements will NOT make the new homes blend in with the old
homes. They are Too Big! This is destroying the unique style of PV neighborhoods.
 My 1953 cape cod does not have Windows along the garage side. My original home would not comply
with item 9 above. I find it unfair to impose a higher standard upon new homes than those origins to
the neighborhood.
 My lot is heavily shaded in the back. I wouldn’t want a street tree to limit my ability to have a full sun
garden in the front yard.
 My neighbor's garage addition. approved by the city, blocks our view and sunlight
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 My opinion is that the two story homes being built in PV are a net positive for our community. Family
lifestyles have changed since the founding of PV and I think to remain a relevant option for new
families we, as a community, want to have an inventory of homes that are more practical/spacious.
That being said, I agree with setting some standards just don’t want to be so restrictive that it
discourages new larger homes to be built.
 My previous comments address this
 My two children thought that two homes near us were a fire station.
 Need to clarify window openings to take into consideration use of fake dormers w/fake windows. May
use “faux” windows/dormers to meet standard + future home owner may remove when doing future
home maintenance
 Need to limit # of garage bays to 3?
 Need to update construction guidelines with respect to duration of project. Also a commentary about
increased runoff vs. assessment of annual storm sewer fees, or alternatively, required measures to
retain/detain runoff for enlarged footprint structures.
 Neighbors should be kind to those that are building in the area. I know of someone who is building a
home, whose lot meets all of the requirements and MORE (3k sq foot home on a 14k foot lot with
many trees, and will have beautiful landscaping upon completion) and neighbors are completely
hateful to them. It’s a shame. If anyone is to blame, it should be the city who approves the architectural
plans, and not the homeowners who are choosing to improve the value of other surrounding homes,
by building a custom home in a neighborhood where homes are worth, on average...$160k. And this
home doesn’t look cheap like the other ones that have been approved by the city in the past. Also, the
house I’m referring to will be worth more that four times the most expensive “old” home on the block.
Neighbors should be happy. With a beautiful custom home on the the block, maybe they will feel
pressure to also improve their homes?! Maybe actually mow their yard, landscape, install new
windows, etc.?! Perhaps people are upset about the new homes because it makes their homes look
like junk. Probably. For the record, I live in an old home and pray that a new one gets built on my
block soon, so that I can justify a big addition I would like to undertake. I hope to attend these
meetings.
 New buildings should not be to large or out of character with the surrounding neighborhood.
 New home construction should be limited to no more than a 10% increase in size over adjacent
properties. The architectural style needs to also be complementary to adjacent homes. For an
example of what not to do, see the house on the southwest corner of Delmar and 75th Street.
 New homes should strive to preserve the privacy of their neighbors and not tower over their backyards
or impose upon the side of the existing home. Run off water from the new construction roofs must be
directed away from neighbors homes and yards
 No - I greatly appreciate the work of the committee. This is a big undertaking! Thank you.
 No 3 car garages facing the street
 No 3 car garages unless its in a community for larger lots
 No 3 car garages. I was walking just north of 75th near mission and a 3 car garage looked so terrible
next to the single car garages
 No 3 garage!
 No carports
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NO LARGER THAN WAS TORN DOWN
No lot in Prairie Village is big enough for a 3 car garage!
No modern architecture.
No more than 2 garage doors need to face the lot front yard. If someone desires a 3rd garage, it
needs to be a side entry.
No more whales! I recall hearing this from a PV resident a few years ago at one of the town halls. l
feel this neighbor’s pain. It is important to retain the charm of our gorgeous PV community by
incorporating the necessary zoning guidelines. A few of my thoughts... Please be considerate of the
existing neighbors’ homes when planning a tear down. If the owner of the tear down is rebuilding on a
small lot they should consider adding to the back of new home and not adding to roofline like many
being built at the moment. Please use a little common sense and courtesy on what looks reasonable to
the surrounding neighborhood. The new homes added a few years ago between Roe and Tomahawk
on 69th Street are truly beautiful and with class and character. The outside materials also make a
huge difference on retaining neighborhood character. I am not a builder or a home designer, however,
I feel I could do a better job than some of the newly added homes in PV. I have lived in the
neighborhood for almost 23 years and walk almost daily with my spouse and/or neighbor and enjoy all
the amenities it has to offer. In summation, no more unsightly whales... please! Thanks for your time
and consideration. Proud to live in PV!
No parking of campers or trailers in side yards and in driveways over 2 weeks.
No standard around garage placement + massing on corner lots where garage may not face the front
of the lot
No third garages should be allowed.
None of these regulations go far enough. 1) Garage fronts should be set back from the font of the
house and cannot be the overwhelming feature of the house, either in height, width or design; 2) Size
of houses and proximity to adjoining houses should be strictly regulated so that we're not building on
top of each other like they are now; 3) Greater attention should be given to drainage and runoff so that
neighbors don't have to build canals just to keep rain runoff from flooding their yards.
None. Agree on all.
None. This sounds great.
Not concerned about green space in the back
Not re: garage but recommend inclusion of style of homes to maintain character of the neighborhood
Number of trees per lot size is acceptable but do not agree with determining percentages of “green
space” it is limiting in homeowners/designers/architects to work with specific lot and address
homeowner desires. The percentages can be easily be worked around therefore not enforceable
against the intent it is written for. Water shedding has nothing to do with green space and you are
mudding the waters.
Observe existing prevailing setback from curb for new construction
Obviously there are more problems with garages than I can imagine. There must be a fine line
between making our community modern to be taken advantage by builders.
Ok, but don’t discourage large homes as that is the norm today.
Omission of standards for corner lots. And for corner lots with utility easements
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 on smaller lots, no 3rd car garage. this feature can be incorporated by builder by using tandem
concept inside of plans
 On the PV 'small lots' (60'-0"+/- wide) to break up the side wall at 500sf intervals with a minimum of 2'0" setback begins to limit the footprint of the house to maintain the 'building wall' of the front of houses.
Even more so, the 4'-0" offset requirement requires either 1.) special engineering if you are proposing
a cantilever or overhang, or 2.) requires additional corners in your foundation wall to support this
offset. Rule of thumb for these full-height foundation wall corners is $5,000 per corner - and that was
10 years ago. You've effectively added $10-20,000 to the construction of each house. Bravo...
 One developer seems to have multiple housing teardown permits in the entire Prairie Hills
neighborhood. On 72nd St there are TWO exact houses on opposite sides if the st that are the exact
same model house down to the exact same JOCO tan color. This should NOT be allowed at any time.
For that, you can live in OP or Olathe in new development subdivisions.
 Only have as many garages as you have cars. Two car garages should be the max for Prairie Village.
 Only modest increase in the footprint.
 Other neighboring cities of similar era (Fairway) have a 50% greens pace requirement.
 Out of sight trash, yard waste and recycling containers storage should be considered in any remodel
or new construction.
 Overall the city has been doing a great job with regulations. It is time to update for sure. The times
require it.
 "Owner needs to have street trees planted from city approved list
 "
 People are trying to improve their lots.Leave them alone
 People may have issues with parking and driveway turn-arounds if you have a 60% front yard
requirement; perhaps it would be better that if a homeowner wanted to have less than 60%, you
required a design review with the city. Or, even better, you could make an inclusion / exemption if
people used permeable pavers for hardscape elements.
 People should be able to build what they want on their own property
 People should be allowed to do whatever they want with their property.
 People should be allowed to do whatever they want with their property.
 People should be allowed to do whatever they want with their property.
 People want bigger houses and modern floorplans. Prairie Village is a desirable location. Many, if not
most off the houses in PV were built as small, post-war first homes. But, if people cannot have the
houses they want in PV, they will go elsewhere. Larger homes mean greater value; greater value
leads to higher property values which translate into higher revenue for the city. PV cannot grow larger,
but it can increase home values. Don't screw with development!
 People who own property should be able to do what they want with it. The only issues that I have with
any of the new builds are architectural. The house by the Shell station is awful. Limit to ranch, split,
1.5, 2. 6842 Granada Lane Resident.
 Percent should be higher.
 Perfer 60% greenspace req. for entire lot, rather than 65%. Odd numbers like 65% are harder to work
with and the % seems arbitrary/contrived. Keep it simple (60%)
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 pervious paving (brick, stone, porous concrete) should be considered an alternative. The trees
between the walk and curb end up breaking the walk. Allow more flexibility.
 Place a 1 year restriction on property tear-downs. Tax over-reaching designs so that it is not
economically viable. Grandfather in a waiver to all current and existing owners.
 Plan sounds good.
 Please 4 sided construction only. Focus on materials
 Please do not allow variances like the one in my neighborhood where the builder was allowed to build
a detached garage just a few feet from the back lot line. This has destroyed the integrity of our back
yards because here is this HUGE garage--two car with a full room over it--with its blank walls filling
what before was a lovely copse of trees that of course were all cut down. So instead of lovely trees,
our view is a HUGE garage. It's horrible! And the city let him do this.
 Please do not store tras bins at outside fro t of house.
 Please ensure that newly built houses do stick to the 1.5 story building ordinance. It seems that is not
happening and it is very disheartening.
 Please get this over with - it is getting old.
 Please give consideration as to the heighth of the house.
 Please limit the number of garages to two.
 Please make sure none of the houses look like the three car monolith in Homestead Drive.
 Please make sure the list of street trees do not overly burden home owners with lawn cleanup (crab
apples, sweet gums, and the like).
 Please place restrictions on front yard concrete.
 Please respect the opinions of long time residents and protect the reason we live next this beautiful
city we do not like the tear downs
 Please write/speak the proposed requirements in laymen's terms so that everyone will understand and
not just professional planners/designers. Also, if the neighborhoods are not HOA, it will be extremely
difficult to enforce the new guidelines.
 Prairie Village can take a cue from small European villages that include pleasant walking areas, green
spaces and privacy provided by vegetation and placement on the lot. I propose we hire a European
design team to create a proposal for any new construction and improvements to existing
neighborhoods.
 Prairie Village is losing its mature trees. Many are taken out or die a year or so later because of root
damage when these new homes are built. The trees should be saved or replaced.
 Prairie Village lots are small enough to begin with. If I were to want to expand my home size down the
road, you'd potentially be hampering my ability to continue as a long term resident.
 Prefer a limit of of two garage doors
 Preservation of old trees
 preserving the character of the neighborhood.
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 Priority should be given to preserving existing trees, especially street trees. Much of the character of
PV is due to trees and shade. If 1 tree is removed, 2 -3 trees should be replanted. Look at Homestead
Country Club's new development: trees removed are not desirable.
 Promote Trees
 Proposal sounds good and I’m glad our city is trying to preserve our city’s character.
 Protect space between houses. Leave more room
 Provided there is no conflict with HOA regulations that run with the land.
 Put in place a regulation that if a developer has purchased more than one home at a time, then they
have a certain time frame to complete a build. Say 6 months. There is at least one major developer,
Lambie Custom Homes, that is purchasing all the housing stock and then just sitting on it. These types
of companies are already ruining the character of our neighborhoods while driving up our property
taxes. They then rub salt in the wound by allowing properties to just sit and deteriorate. It is totally out
of control!
 PV can not become the land of garages with a house behind them like Overland Park is.
 Question 13 was unclear to me
 Questions #5 and #6 is very limiting to the type of home that can be built. Way too restrictive for a
current home owner wanting to stay in their current home and expand.
 Questions #8 and #9 again is very limiting to what the addition to a existing home could be and also for
a new construction home with the smaller sized lots.
 Quit over regulating our properties.
 Re question 6: this seems like it would really be difficult to achieve.
 ref question 10: is 8 feet enough to get a handicap accessible van into a garage? ref question 13:
Would a covering be acceptable to project out beyond the garage?
 ref Question 15: 30% should be enforced for temperature controlled environments, but should not
include an outdoor living space like a water permeable patio. ref question 16: We are in the heart of
the old Suburbs, we should let people have a full second floor and a attic. Families of the near future
will be multi-generational again and will need the space.
 Regarding the 30% building footprint regulation, you may run into issues with that conflicting with the
greenspace requirement rule or it will make one of the 2 rules redundant. Regarding the height issue, I
would like to see the height maximums be more of a calculation that takes into account the side
setback of the house, and the height of neighboring homes. It a bad look when the street is lined with 1
story ranch homes on narrow lots with 6' side setbacks and there is a 30' 2 story house that also has 6'
side setbacks. I would like to see the limit be 1.25x-1.5x the average height of the side neighbor
houses, with that amount decreasing as the side setback decreases.
 Regarding the last question, I think more than 65% greenspace should be required .
 Remove garbage cans from front yards and enforce that they need to be hidden from view. Some
houses in PV look like used car lots(79th and Rosewood). Others are operating businesses that block
the street view. I am shocked at how unregulated it is in Prairie Ridge. Big disappointment in city code
enforcement .
 Remove all regulations and allow property owners to build the home of their choice.
 Remove all zoning regulations and dissolve city government.
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 Remove item 14 or make equal at 35' for all lots
 Require a minimum 10% set back on each side of lot
 Require all proposals to include a requirement for a street frontal elevation TO SCALE along with a
photo montage to illustrate the wish, height, and relative scale of the proposed residence in direct
comparison to the existing adjacent homes.
 Require new residential building lots to be clean, free of debris, and have sidewalks cleaned regularly.
 Require that 2nd or ½ story windows be same size as similar windows on main level
 Saving existing trees
 Scale! To lot size & surrounding homes. My fears are that these homes are being built cheaply
(because buyers are not in the decision making loop.) and they will become upkeep (meant unkept)
and (be a) maintenance problem for (the) whole neighborhood! I don’t want a $200,000 house that
sold for $450,000. And the builder has not (meant no) responsibility and homeowner has not (meant
“no”) recourse!
 Setbacks and building height above finish grade should not exceed that of adjacent property homes
built in the mid-20th century, such as those by KC Nichols. 2. I have resided in PV within walking
distance of PV shops, my children attended local public schools (excellent quality), and the
neighborhood provides a rich overall experience. A dramatic change to the demographics as a result
of overzealous gentrification will disrupt the influx of first time home buyers, young couples want a safe
and affordable location, and single parents with children to get established. 3. As an architect, it
behoves me to ask the council and mayor to step back and carefully STUDY the "relationships of
human scale" which architects such as Ed Tanner and others so astutely considered when designing
the original home of the city. 4. If the bombastic and monumental scale of garages, columns, window
sizes and groupings are allowed to occur with each overbuilt replacement home, the very reasons PV
attracts neighborly families will diminish and eventually disappear. Do not allow lots to be excavated
from lot line to line. 2.) Would like to see tree preservation measures on neighboring lots when
excavating.
 Should not be allowed to build on lot border. Space footage required
 Should not be allowed to project past home allowance border line
 Should not change the lay of the land that would affect drainage issues to property around the entire
lot
 Should require five street trees for all new residential construction.
 Since these new homes don't fit in regardless of the standards (none of them have successfully
maintained the charm and character of Prairie Village), I really am not concerned if the garage is the
main focal point or not. Forcing the garages to be set back also forces them to put more house in the
back. That is the case with the teardown next door and that has now created a privacy issue for my
property as the new home encroaches upon previously private deck space, etc.
 Single story ranch homes are dwarfed by the huge homes. We prefer lovely ranch homes. The big
ones they're building are way too big for the lot sizes. They stick out and look odd.
 Small ranches do not need a new build twice as tall as their home. Case and point ——house on 71st
off Mission dwarfs the house next to it. I feel bad for the home owners In the small ranch.
 smaller lots not to allow a third front facing opening
 So glad for these standards.
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 Some effort should be made to conform to the surrounding character of the neighborhood.
 Some lots do not allow for trees - or alternatively - some lots already have a tree in the front yard just
not at the tree line. A tree should not be required if this is the case.
 Some of the contemporary multi-million dollar homes that are going up now look ridiculous next to the
standard PV houses. WHO LET THIS HAPPEN?! GREED
 some of the homes dwarf the current homes. The new homes with front porches suit the neighborhood
 Some of the new homes have been elevated by bulldozing the surrounding land higher. The height
requirement should be from the original elevation. Not the raised elevation.
 Some recent rebuilds don't appear to setback from sidewalk street on appropriate direction. EX:
Cherokee
 Some side facades are not conducive to windows.
 Sounds Like micromanagement... leave it to the architects and builders
 Spacing between garages and neighbor's properties should also be considered before designs are
approved.
 Sports courts and similar impervious surface needs to also count against the 30% building footprint.
 Stop allowing the developer to build huge homes on tiny lots...you're ruining pv charm and eliminating
somewhat affordable housing for everyone.
 Stop cookie cutter homes – see the same thing the same thing- the same home can only be built so
many times and never next door to each other.
 Stop increasing the foundation because this makes the house even taller. It is ugly coming out of the
ground too.
 Stop letting developers buy homes in good condition only to tear them down. If an INDIVIDUAL
purchased a home that is in bad shape and it needs to be rebuilt, then they can hire a company for
that. They are buying homes that aren't even on the market, preventing people who want to move here
from having access to more home choices or existing residents from moving to a larger home.
 Stop ripping out 50-60++ year old trees.
 Stop tearing down houses and ruining our neighborhoods
 Stormwater run off is a concern. My back neighbor's down spouts drain into my yard. Roof space is 3
times the original house. Last August's rain event brought 10 inches of water into my basement. River
pebbles andmuls washed into Tomahawk. Not happy
 Story height restrictions
 Street Trees should only be required for new construction - not existing lots. Changes in grade
should also be an important factor.
 Strengthen zoning ordnance relative to security lights some current homes look like arrowhead at night
 Style and height of new builds need to be similar and in proportion to existing homes
 Style should be traditional and add to the esthetics of the neighborhood
 Suburban architecture is ugly enough as it is, don't make it worse by increasing maintenance
requirements.
 Tear down/rebuilds or renovations should be designed to blend with the character of the existing
neighborhood and not overwhelm smaller homes.
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 Tearing down old homes that are past their prime isn't the issue. It's the sheer size, particularly
vertically....as well as "modern" homes that don't fit the style of PV...that are the issues. These builders
don't care about PV. They care about money.
 Thank you for dedicating so much time effort to this very difficult, contentious and divisive project. I’ve
lived in PV > 35 years + I do care about our future.
 Thank you!!!
 Thanks for all your hard work!
 Thanks to all who worked on this. I appreciate your efforts at keeping PV a great place to live. Keep
housing affordable for elderly and poor. They also deserve a great place to live.
 The questions you are asking are not good. You are not going to get knowledgeable answers from
people. Unless you are a builder or designer you will not understand the proportions that are being
asked. The average person cannot visualize what you are asking or understand what it will look like.
 The 15% front requirement in #9 should be higher...perhaps 20%.
 The 24’restriction is clear and acceptable. The 40% restriction limits homes on smaller lots and narrow
pie shaped lots. It would be undue burden on homeowner to apply for variance in both time and
money. Setbacks on a 3rd car garage limits style choices and ability for architect to design appropriate
to the lot conditions.
 The architectural integrity and scale of homes in PV should be maintained in all renovations or new
builds. Such is not the case now and this is adversely impacting the character of PV neighborhoods.
 The auto age is ending. Autonomous autos will end the need for a garage, uber fleets, etc.
 The charm of PV is the trees, large yard, quaintness which is what attracts people to move here. Yet
this is what is being destroyed by these huge houses being built. PV is soon going to be turning into
the generic white bread south Johnson County area.The more greenspace/trees required as well as
not tearing down existing, the better.
 The city of P.V. should be every bit as careful and strict as mission hills. MH has become more
beautiful with increased property values because of strident planning (unlike P.V.!)
 The design of the homes need to be as simple and clean as possible. The massive columns, multiple
roof lines, and pseudo Italianate or Spanish style homes are destroying the character of what was a
wonderful community. Please don't let PV become a generic JOCO community.
 The garage of the house should not be front and center nor should it be the centerpiece of the home.
 The garage should not dominate the front of the house
 The greater the better
 The green space must be preserved. Stop building big houses on small lots! Keep the unique treelined beauty of PV!
 The greenspace requirements could have been kept at the staff proposed levels as presented to the
Planning Commission and City Council.
 The guidelines need to address the trees that are removed. It doesn’t work to remove 3 mature trees
and to plant one little tree in the front yard
 The homes should be required to fit the neighborhoods- not just the lots! We are further south – South
of 83rd + and have 1 tear down + rebuild + it is atrocious + surrounded by ranch + split level homes it
could meet every requirement but still wouldn’t fit the NEIGHBOORHOOD!
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 The houses are too big.
 The houses being built on lots have become too large for what was originally intended when this area
was developed. I would appreciate more green space given there are potentially 3 giant new builds
directly across from my home!
 The large houses and declining Green space r a major concern. Large patios that take up the whole
backyard only push drain off onto my property to the decline of my basement
 The materials on the home. Like keep the Colorado rock off the front of homes as that is not PV. I
think materials used or cannot be used should be in the code.
 The maximum height of a home should be based on surrounding homes (sides and rear). If all
neighboring houses are single story then new home should not be allowed to be 2 story.
 The more to limit garage massing the better.
 the new build should not be any more than 10% larger than the house that is torn down. If person
wants a larger home they should look to neighborhoods that have them
 The new homes should be of reasonable size and not dwarf existing homes. But I think the new builds
are healthy for the city-keeps families here that would move down south.
 The new houses should not be so massive In size they are not in reasonable proportion to the existing
neighborhoods.
 The newly built homes seem too tall, dwarfing the single story and story and a half homes.
 The notion that residents are split 50/50 does not ring true. Developers/builders/architects have an
outsized influence and voice in this process. Residents should have the largest voice in determining
what this community will look like moving forward.
 The ordinance should take into account the character of the immediate neighborhood. A one size fits
all ordinance for the entire city may not be adequate. This survey should include choices to require
more restrictive wording that is suggested in done of the questions.
 The original plan called for 60% green space, same as the Fairway restrictions. I am very supportive
of restrictions that limit runoff and protect housing but what basis do you have for these numbers?
With the 30% coverage and drainage study requirements, these seem way too restrictive and could
really dictate the layout of a building which could have adverse effects..
 The original sections of PV should be regulated to keep the same esthetic feel to the neighborhoods.
The current crop of Olathe farmhouse style do not fit in with those neighborhoods
 The preservation protection- When new home is being built- mature trees should be protected
 The proposed heights of a replacement home need to be compared in a graphic to the neighbors on
either side to validate the appropriate height.
 The proposed standards will be very difficult to comply with on houses on corner lots.
 The scale of most of the houses that are "teardowns/ new builds" is WAY too big for the neighborhood.
The few on my street, 70th between Roe and Tomahawk, while nice looking, pop out like giants
against the backdrop of the older homes. They need to be scaled down. I realize people want bigger
homes but $750k home across from my $225 home is really out of balance financially and physically in
the neighborhood. The charm of PV is NOT the new builds...it has always been the older homes that
are well maintained.
 The side setbacks should be measured from the structure not the foundation. This would stop the
practice of canter levering off the side of the house
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 The use of sumps or groundwater recharge basins should be excluded prohibited, not allowed. These
things or rather the geofabric can become clogged or binded , resulting in the in
 The yard grades must maintain existing drainage patterns and downspouts and sump pump drains
cannot discharge closer than 5-ft from property lines. Too often new construction builds higher than
what was there and causes nuisance drainage issues.
 There are 3 new houses across the street from me. One of them is awfully high and I do not like the
look
 There are too many massive structures, that could be softened by adding architectural features.
 There is a new garage/building in Corinth Hills that is attractive but if I were the neighbor I would be
unhappy with what it did to their backyard view.
 there is significant drainage issues that are resulting from these huge builds. Our neighbors yard is
constantly flooded due to the slope of the new build who’s him has a watering system that is
consistently running, rain or shine. In the winter there is also a patch of ice that forms on the sidewalk
due to the issue. These issues did not exist prior to the new build. With an impending split lot across
and next door to a new build I can only image the additional drainage.
 There is some new construction in old leawood and at least one in PV that has tine windows and look
like ancient fortresses. Same builder.
 There just isn’t room to go from a one car garage to a three car garage. No matter how you build it.
 There needs to be a limit of height and width of new builds. Plus, how are young families going to
continue to afford houses in this area? We have always been a family oriented city. Most young
families cannot afford $795,000. for a home. Sad!!
 There needs to be a standard for the double high back porches. The footprint of some of them are as
large as a small house. For neighbors who live behind/next door to these houses, the view is not
appealing or attractive in any way. This can also create a feeling of invasiveness as the owners of the
new house overlooks the neighbors. Destroys any sense of privacy.
 There should also be a requirment to limit the percentage increase in size from the existing to be
new/propsed
 There should also be maximum requirements as well.
 There should be an ability for proposed homes to be reviewed on a case by case basis to avoid
unsightly interpretations of these standards. Secondly, raising the level of the lot or first floor of the
house should also be addressed. There are currently houses being built whoentrance is significantly
higher than adjacent properties and significantly higher than the previous home.
 There should be guidelines for preserving trees on the tear down lots
 There should be limitations of height and width of homes being built. However, when we place
standards of certain amounts of vegetation and specific numbers of trees, complications arise. We
have neighbors with so many trees that have not and they've said "will not" ever be trimmed. They
had an arborist deem that their tree should not be harmed. Now the tree is growing over their home
and a neighboring home. It also creates problems for our home when high winds and storms come as
well as bug problems. If the city mandates these codes, they will likely have to maintain these trees
and vegetation unless they are going to be very specific and give an allotted amount of time before
ticketing and being consistent. We have one large tree near the street; our lot is 9,000 square feet. I
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do agree one tree is necessary but enough. If these new codes pass, I think consistency is the key to
keeping the neighborhood's character and clean appearance.
There should only be one double garage or one single. Not 3 garages
There’s been a lot of discussion in my neighborhood with regards to newer builds/homes in
comparison to the houses to the sides. Many are concerned that the new homes loom over a
shorter/smaller home or change the view or sunlight on neighbors. While I appreciate that the RIA or
RIB distinguishers help. It’s still a concern.
There's a suggestion that the arbitrary facade massing and material standards will promote "good
design". It won't. The direction of sun, wind, and precipitation should more about facade components
than orientation to the city street(s). Why not just say the front of a house should look the most
expensive; the sides and rear can look cheap?
These changes need to be very carefully reviewed. Prairie Village has a lot of reinvestment happening
right now, most is very needed as some houses just aren't in a shape that should be saved and
families have different wants in todays world. To keep Prairie Village as one of the most popular
places to live we have to allow for reinvestment without compromising the character of the
neighborhood. Teardowns are good for the community and help raise property values.
These garage limitations are so important. #14 seems a little vague.
These garage sizes seem too big.
These guidelines are desperately needed.
These new build chance the face of Prarie Village most housing additions have regulations for size of
houses if a person wants to live in Prairie Village then accept smaller modest home
These new builds don't fit in regardless, so I personally am not concerned if they have enough
windows, etc. The requirement for windows has also created a privacy issue for the new
build/teardown next door.
These questions are flawed as nowhere is there a definition of what the “character” of PV is. I see the
character as unkempt mid century homes that are falling apart and a character of poor (in economic
terms) neighborhoods that keep the value of other homes depressed.
These standards don't go far enough. The garages dominate the look of the houses and rob us of our
character. We look like any other "out south" city. Our charming PV Cape Cods have a much smaller
ratio of garage to house and this should be our standard, not 40%. Also, the typical PV Cape and other
homes do not have the garage built out in front of the entry or porch. The standards should require the
same setback or alignment so the first thing you see when looking at new homes is not the garage.
These standards don't take into consideration the placement of the windows as they relate to the
neighboring houses. When towering homes are built so close to the property lines, privacy is lost.
They need to regulate the height of these new houses. Instead of seeing trees, we see house now.
They are too big for the area.
They should be in keeping with the existing size homes. If people need 5000 sq foot houses they
should settle somewhere else
They sound satisfactory to us.
This gets so detailed it is very hard to answer without a visual. I am hoping that at some debate this
will be illustrated for those of us that are not in the business.
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 This is quite confusing language to the "average" person without knowledge about architecture lingo. I
understand wanting to limit the size of a home if building on a small lot. I am concerned this is
becoming too restrictive.
 This isn't that hard! Who do you serve? Developers or residents who admire and want to maintain the
character of the homes? There are plenty of other parts of the metro to live in if you want bigger
homes. Encourage people to renovate or build up. These teardowns looks like shit.
 This proposed % of windows and doors will help the overall look of homes. This way homes don’t end
up looking like commercial buildings.
 This seems to cover it
 Thomas Nall house being rebuilt- the height of this home is WAY out of proportion to the rest of the
neighborhood.
 Those giant garages butting out in front of houses here are not in character with all the original
residences. Such garages are banned across the country in other U.S. cites that care about their
heritage.
 Those percentages should be higher
 Though I do not live in PV, the water run off will affect me. All cities around PV need to make sure our
green space and character are maintained. If people desire huge homes with little to no
trees/greenspace, they can move elsewhere.
 Three forward or street facing garage doors should not be allowed.
 Three garages should not be allowed when surrounding homes have only two (or one).
 Three-car garages belong in Mission Hills not in Prairie Village
 Three-car garages should only be permitted on certain size lots.
 Too BAD WE CAN'T REGULATE TASTE
 Too close to existing houses and property line. Water run off to other home owner
 Too many new homes have zero to 1 to 2 tiny windows, UGLY, no light or fresh air - safety hazard IF a
FIRE
 Too many new houses, in southern Jo.Co., appear to be a garage with an attached studio, rather than
a house with an attached garage.
 Too vague and open to too many interpretations...we have lost building character, style, character,
continuity and uniformity..., without having neighborhood style and character new houses are not
reflecting existing context, dimensions, scale and compatibility..
 Total BS..
 Trees and green space is what Prairie Village is known for.
 Trees and other flora should be selected based on how "people friendly" they are; e.g. NO redbuds,
NO Sweetgums, NO bean pod trees.
 Understand the desire for larger homes, but the new homes should fit the scale of the neighborhood
and the surrounding homes.
 Unintended consequence will be more 2-story houses and less outdoor space that buyers and owners
want… and we are at least 50% voice.
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 Wall plane % and opening %’s will meddle too much with the design. Too nitpicky. Let the architecture
determine these aspects it feels like req’s born out of fear of bad design. You will always have the
oddball house with bad design no matter how many req’s you have. Don’t overdo it.
 Want to see changes to allowed times for construction activities on single family homes: Weekdays, 7
a.m. to 6 p.m. – Saturday 9 a.m. to 6 p.m., Sunday – not allowed.
 We are delighted by the new building and revitalization of the city with more young families making
major investments/commitments to our city. We welcome the new builds with certain guidelines. Sorry
we cannot attend the meetings in person. My husband had emergency brain surgery and is in
recovery.
 We are Prairie Village. Let's do what we can to keep the things that make us that--beautiful trees, lots
of green, good neighbors.
 We do not need three car garages on small lots. This is ridiculous. If people want three car garages
they can go out south.
 We don't need barnlike houses are in Prairie Village.
 We have had water drainage issues due to new house being built around us and strongly support the
idea of Greenspace and vegetation. We also would like the funneling of water to be looked at and
better researched and guided as these new homes are creating a massive output of water from sump
pumps even during dry periods. We have had water in our basement that did not occur before these
tear downs, and a sinkhole in our backyard that also appeared at the time of the excavation. This is
not okay and is unfair to current residents to impact their properties so greatly.
 We human beings are notorious for finding ways around rules. By adding more regulations will new
homes end up being more undesirable than they are now? As a side note, I think the modern home
just north of the PV shops (by the statue/park) fits in beautifully in PV. It doesn't tower over others (I
have a lookout tower being built a few doors down from me) and brings individuality to the area.
 We live directly behind a towering newbuild, and I hate it! They tore down three mature shade trees in
the back yard to make room for this house! We have so much trouble now with water rushing through
our backyard and down to the street!
 We need better building regulations! It is getting out of control
 We need consistency in where the 29 and 35 feet are measured from. It seems disingenuous to raise
the foundation of the house 4-6 feet above grade, and then measure from there.
 "We need material restrictions , these proposal do nothing to improve our city
 -Let focus on eliminating cheap windows, siding, etc.
 -Make PV beautiful this is our chance lets do it right
 -Size is not the problem"
 We need to make sure the homes in NE JOCO do not look like hotels.
 We should limit size of driveway as well.
 We're not asking for major changes to the height restrictions -- but slight. 10' basement ceilings and
then the same or higher ceiling heights n other areas is excessive. Maybe have an exception option for
higher that nearby neighbors must support. Also possibly consider adding slightly stronger building
width regulations per lot size and not just the 30% coverage restriction. We are not in favor of major
limitations but some addition might help.
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 What about an optional variance of 10% green space for xeriscaping and rain barrels or other storm
collection?
 What in the world is meant by a “human scale”. The survey appears to be constructed by architects
without the ability to communicate to the public in clearer terms.
 What value at all does "human scale" provide that justifies the cost of enforcing and complying with
these regulations?
 Whatever can be done to keep the character of the neighborhood so it doesn’t turn into mega
mansionville we support. Our house has been affected by the development behind it.
 When the taxes become too much for people, where will the limited income folks go? (Fixed)
 Where are the guidelines defining 1.5 story? That needs to be addressed.
 While I am not opposed to some of these standards and my current lot complies, I do not desire to limit
my selling options when I choose to sell my property and discourage development.
 While I see the need to alleviate drainage issues, by making the zoning too restrictive, you are
potentially limiting the growth of new homes in the area, which is increasing everyone’s property
values.
 While the intent of these requirements is admirable, in some housing configurations, it may be
unreasonable. For example, why should I be required to have a window in a garage. If this type of
regulation is adopted, an appeals process is necessary to prevent unreasonable cost increase.
 While there is a justification for the City to regulate structures for safety reasons, there is no
justification for the City to regulate the amount or type of plants, grass, or landscaping materials in a
resident's front yard.
 Why do rear facades matter?
 Will it be difficult to fit 8% (or 15% on rear for corner lots with side entry garages) on garage end of
house
 Will the city pay for street trees if none are on the lot currently?
 Will there be a "design" guideline in the future?
 Would a back yard pool Have a negative impact on the 65% requirement?
 Would like to see height limitations in regard to surrounding homes. New homes should not tower over
existing
 Would like to see some regulations regarding size of side yards vs. height of structure - so really tall
houses that are close to the property lines don't block the sun of their neighbor's yards.
 Would prefer for the front of the lot to be at least 80% greenspace and planted with vegetation
 Would prefer for window and door openings to cover 25% of front facades, 20% of side facades, and
20% of rear facades.
 YES ONLY 10% LARGER FOR NEW BUILDS
 Yes. Allow larger sheds or outbuildings. Currently 8 x 10. Increasingly people are opting for additional
living or office space as seen in.
 Yes. It's time to rip up the plans and start over. The foxes (developers and architects) have been
guarding the hen house for too long. No one is against new. But what a silent majority are against are
all the behemoths being built on small lots with little or no concern for neighborhood aesthetic. Houses
should be within 10 percent in height and square footage of the largest house on the contiguous street
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block so the Olathe-ization of PV can stop. A committee should be appointed (with no developers
included) to approve proposed houses. I know the developers would fight this tooth and nail, but most
of them (Lambie) don't live in the community. For them it's all about bigger and bigger is better. Since
the three houses have gone up next to me, I've had to dig out the back yard because of storm water
run off and replace my electrical service. And my taxes keep going up. I'm sorry, but if you want to
build big, move to south Joco. I see all these huge houses going in with what, two or three people
living there? The guy behind me didn't even live in the house the first two years after he built it.
Somewhere the developers are swimming in the bucks and laughing their heads off about buying
houses sight-unseen for $200K and flipping them with $1 million properties. It's tiring seeing developer
signs in the yards of empty houses waiting to be flipped. And the construction crews run from sun up
to after sundown most days, even on weekends.
Yes...several suggestions here: 1. Create a FAQ on your website for neighboring homeowners to
know their rights including stormwater drainage, height restrictions, the steps of the approval process.
2. Mandate contractors who continually violate ordinances/standards (construction starting too early,
blocking driveways, letting trash blow into neighbors backyards, damaging neighbors property by
improperly securing tree limbs when trimming, etc.) be held accountable. All of the examples above
have happened to us already, and we are only 3 months into our neighbors teardown. The
subcontractors don't care and they come and go, while the project manager should be monitoring the
site, and if their subs aren't following protocol, replace the subs or be held personally/financially
accountable. While some homebuilders are fully invested in our city and maybe even live here, there is
an uptick of shoddy contractors just looking to make money, with no regard, whatsoever, for how it
impacts the neighbors. That may work when you build houses in Lee's Summit, or new developments
when there are no neighbors to irritate, but neighbors are already being asked to give up the quiet
enjoyment of their own homes, so let's keep the rest respectful and considerate of those neighbors. I
don't oppose rebuilding and remodeling....I may want to do it myself one day. But, my opinions on how
this should look have changed significantly since experiencing it first-hand next door where every day
seems like a new disaster that we are left to deal with vs. having a responsible contractor manage this.
You are listening to the developers and architects and not the residents.
You are trying to over regulate on trivial matters
You can do moor then this
You have got to be kidding me! These rules are a joke.
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Prairie Village Zoning Ordinance Updates
Landscape Standards – Working Draft 05/30/18

19.47 Landscape Standards
19.47.010. Intent & Applicability
A.

Intent. The intent of the landscape standards is to:
1.
Create an attractive aesthetic environment in the city, and preserve the value of
properties as new investment occurs.
2.
Improve the relationship of buildings and sites to the streetscape, and coordinate the
designs of multiple sites and buildings along a block through consistent frontage designs.
3.
Encourage efficient site design where the layout of sites and buildings can allow open
space to serve multiple aesthetic or screening, environmental, and recreational or
functions.
4.
Enhance the environmental and ecological function of un-built portions of sites.
5.
Reduce the exposure and adverse impacts of intense land uses, activities and site
conditions on streets and adjacent areas, and mitigate the effects through landscape
designs.

B.

Applicability. A landscape plan shall be required for any application that requires a site plan
approval per section 19.32. Landscape standards shall specifically apply to:
1.
All development in the R-3, R-4, C-O, C-1, C-2, and MXD districts.
2.
Any permitted non-residential uses in the R-1A, R-1B, or R-2 districts, including any
conditional uses, special uses, or accessory uses that have a landscape requirement as
part of their conditions.
3.
Any single-family development projects that requires streetscape or landscape
improvements per the Neighborhood Design Standards in Sections [##.## and ##.## monitor this for where this issue goes and update/coordinate...]

19.47.020. Required Landscape
A.

Site Elements and Planting.
the site, according to table ##.

The required landscape shall be based on different elements of

Table ##: Plant Specifications
Site Element
Streetscape and Frontage: The
area between the front building
line and the street, including any
plantings required in the ROW,
used to create a relationship
between the site and the public
realm.
Foundation. Areas along the
building frontage (within the first
10’ – 20’) used to provide accents
and soften larger expanses of
buildings.
Parking. Areas on the perimeter,
or interior of parking where
landscape is used to soften the
appearance, mitigate heat gain
and infiltrate stormwater.
Buffers. Areas of a site that

Trees
1 large tree per 40’ of lot
frontage;
2 large trees per 40’ if buildings
setback more than 30’.

Evergreen

Shrubs

n/a

n/a

Corner lots shall meet this requirement on side lot lines at a rate of 50% of the streetscape and frontage
rate.
Evergreens may be substituted
5 shrubs for 25’ of building
for ornamental trees at a rate of
frontages.
1 for 1 for up to 50% of the
requirement.
Side elevations on corner lots shall provide this standard on at least 50% of the building.
1 large tree per 40’ of parking
perimeter; and
5 shrubs for 25’ of perimeter.
Evergreens may be substituted
1 large tree per 40 parking
for perimeter trees at a rate of 2
spaces in internal islands.
Any parking near the right of
for 1, for up to 50% of the
Ornamental trees may be
way or adjacent to lots may
perimeter requirement that does
substituted for large trees at a
require buffers per section
not face a front lot line.
rate of 2 for 1 for up to 50% of
19.47.040.
the internal islands
See Section 19.47.040.
1 ornamental tree per 25’ of
building frontage.
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Table ##: Plant Specifications
Site Element
require additional landscape to
mitigate potential impacts on
streetscape or adjacent property.

Trees

Evergreen

Shrubs

B.

Credits for Existing Vegetation. Preservation of existing landscape material that is healthy and
of a desirable species may count towards these requirements provided measures are taken to
ensure the survival of the vegetation through construction and all other location and design
standards are met. Credits shall be on a 1 for 1 basis provided existing trees shall be at least 4”
caliper to count. Landscape material that is of exceptional quality due to size, maturity and health
may be credited on a 2 for 1 basis. Trees or other existing landscape that contributes to the
standard shall be protected by a construction fence installed for the entirety of construction and at
least 15 feet from the trunk of any tree.

C.

Design. The required landscape material shall be arranged and designed on a particular site in a
way that best achieves the intent expressed in 19.47.010, with regard to the specific context,
street frontage, property adjacencies and other elements proposed on the site.

19.47.030. Landscape Specifications
A.

Location. Required plantings shall be planted in the following specific locations and open
spaces on the lot.
1.
Street Trees & Frontage Trees. Street trees and frontage trees shall be located in line
with other trees along the block to create a rhythm along the streetscape and enclosure
of the tree canopy. In the absence of a clearly established line along the block, trees
may be planted the following locations, where applicable and in order of priority.
a.
On center between the sidewalk an curb where at least 6 feet of landscape area
exists;
b.
4 feet from the back of curb where no sidewalk exists; or
c.
Within the first 5 feet of the front lot line where any constraints on the lot or in the
right-of-way would prevent other preferred locations.
d.
Where the depth of the frontage between the building and streetscape require
additional trees per Table ##, they shall be located between the front building line
and the street.
e.
Ornamental trees may be substituted for street trees only in situations where no
other alternative is available due to constraints of the site and right-of-way
conditions.
2.

3.

Foundation Trees & Shrubs. Foundation plantings shall be located in open spaces within
20’ of the building, or within planting beds at least 8’ deep and along at least 50% of the
building.
Parking Perimeter & Island Planting. Parking lot perimeters shall be permeable
vegetated ground cover meeting the following size and dimension requirements.
a.
Parking lot perimeters shall be at least 8 feet wide except for locations where
walkways are necessary to provide access to the building or to a public sidewalk
in the streetscape. Any parking located in front of the front-building line shall
have a 15 feet wide buffer along the lot frontage.
b.
Parking lot islands shall be at least 120 square feet and at least 8 feet wide in all
directions. Parking lots under 80 spaces shall not require islands; parking lots 80
spaces or more shall require at least 1 island per 40 spaces. Islands may stand
alone within the parking lot or may project into the parking area from the
perimeter buffer, but should generally be spaced equally throughout the parking
lot.
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B.

Specifications. Required planting shall meet the following specifications at planting.
Table ##: Plant Specifications
Type

Specification

Large Tree

2” caliper

Ornamental Tree

1.5” caliper

Evergreen

5’ minimum height

Shrub

18” minimum height

Ground Cover

50% coverage at planting;
Full coverage within 2 growing seasons
All proposed or required turf areas shall be sodded.

Turf

All landscape materials shall meet the American Standards for Nursery Stock, published by the
American Nurserymen’s Association, and be selected for its native characteristics or survival in
the climate for the Kansas City region, and be planted and maintained ASNS specifications.
[reference Great Trees for KC region here and/or coordinate with the Tree Board as to what list or
resources they prefer.]
C.

Tree Diversity. The required trees planted shall promote diversity with the following species
selection criteria.

Table ##: Tree Diversity
Required Trees
1-4
5 - 10

Diversity
No specific requirement, but trees should be diversified from those
existing trees in the vicinity.
At least 2 genus
No more than 50% of any one species
At least 3 genus; AND

11 - 20

At least 5 species
No more than 33% of any one species
At least 3 genus ; AND

21 or 50

At least 5 species
No more than 20% of any one species

19.47.040. Buffers and Screening
Intense land uses or site elements such as trash enclosures, mechanical equipment, service areas for
sites and buildings, parking and circulation areas shall be buffered from streetscapes and adjacent
property using the following strategies and techniques, which may require additional landscape materials
beyond what is required in Table ##.
A.
Areas of parking or circulation near streets or property lines may requires 2.5’ hedge/wall screen;
B.
Commercial uses or parking service areas of other allowed uses abutting residential property may
require a screen and buffer combination, using a combination of dense vegetation, or fences and
walls compatible with the buildings or other elements of the site.
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C.
D.

Areas along streetscapes or that transition to different uses or building scale between lots along
the same street may require landscape areas to soften transitions.
Areas designed as gathering places, for social function or as civic amenities to support the site or
area may require enhanced landscape to create appropriate transitions.

19.47.050. Exceptions
A.

Administrative (staff) – [10% automatic waiver due to unique site conditions or particular aspects
of a specific site plan proposal if it equally or better meets the intent of the standards.]

B.

Site Plan (PC) – [up to 25% in association with any site plan due to impracticality standard and
not compromising the overall intent of section.]
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